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Christians in Ethopia
Face Arrest, Torture
NEW YORK (EP)--A
"cultural revolution" in Ethiopia is
bringing arrest, torture and terror to
Christians there, according to information which has reached here
recently from eye-witnesses to the
anti-religion campaign.
On the second, third, and fourth
Sundays of December, numerous
churches were looted and closed in
southern and central Ethiopia. A
large number of Christians were
imprisoned while attending church
services.

Jewish Agencies Lash
Concern
NEW YORK (EP)-Leaders of
several
national
Jewish
organizations have criticized United
Nations Ambassador Andrew
Young for making comments about
the
Palestine
Liberation
Organization (PLO) which they felt
implied
support
for U.S.
recognition of the group.
At the same time, the president
of the American Jewish committee
welcomed what he called the
"prompt disavowal by the State
Department" of Mr. Young's
remarks, based on comments made
by State Department spokesman
Hodding Carter III as reported by
the Jewish Telegraphic Agency.

60,000 'Pro Life'
Marchers
WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP)The sixth anniversary of the
Supreme Court decision liberalizing
most state anti-abortion laws was
observed for the sixth year, with!a
"March for Life" down Pennsylvania Avenue and rally on the
U.S. Capitol steps.
The Jan. 22 anniversary also was
marked with two separate news
conferences called by organizations
supporting the Supreme Court
decision and "choice" in the matter
of abortion.

Number of Marriages
Grows Despite Divorce
WASHINGTON, D.C. (EP)~
Nearly 95 per cent of all Americans
have married or will marry at some
time in their lives, according to a
new Census Bureau report of
husbands and wives.
It revealed that despite the
widespread reports of rising divorce
rates and a trend toward
singlehood, most Americans spend
most of their adult years married.
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create an explosive situation unless
each of these nationalities can sit
down and discuss the common
good.

By A. PIERRE GUILLERMIN
1

P r o M n l , Uktrty Baptist School,

TEL AVIV, Israel.
Is peace in the Middle East
possible?
This is the constant question
being asked throughout the world.
But, there is no easy answer to this
question as there is no easy answer
to solving the problems affecting the
middle eastern nations of the world,
more particularly the Jews and the
Arabs.
For seven days in January, I was
among 10 American educators and
businessmen participating in the
first Shiloah Center for Middle
Eastern and African Affairs. We
were guests of the Israeli government and the University of Tel
Aviv.
How eager we were but how
honored we were to participate in
this wholesome study mission as the
nations of Israel and Egypt make
further attempts to involve
themselves in the making of a peace.
Peace between Israel and Egypt
is a strong possibility because the
Jews want to help the Arabs. After
working with the Israelis and
Egyptians, both on the governmental and university level, we had
the opportunity to visit with the
everyday people. And, yes, peace is
possible between the Jews and the

Still An Uneasiness
As an American observer, in
addition to Israel and Egypt, the
most stable Arab government of the
Middle East considered by some is
Saudi Arabia, the oil-rich nation
which is administered by 1,300
members of the same family. But
there is still an uneasiness for the
Saudi Arabians as a result of the
Iranian crisis.
During our seven days here we
visited several towns and villages in
the West Bank, the Gaza Strip,
including the cities of Tel Aviv,
Jerusalem, Nazareth, Bethlehem
and Hebron. One evening, we
enjoyed a magnificent dinner with
the bedoiuns, the nomadic Arabs
who make their living shepherding.
We also met a 100-year-old Arab,
who was busy ekeing out a living in
Dr. Guillermin. Mr. Strelitz Take Tour In Troubled Areas.
the desert. *
Life is not easy in the Middle
Egyptians.
East
and living under the constant
However, the problems that are desire of the Israeli and Egyptian
However, the question becomes evident in the Middle East today leaders and educators to formulate a threat of war and terrorism is not
even more complex with the recent have their roots in the history of proper peace here. But, con- easy.
troubles in the turbulent civil many nations. As a result, other sideration must also given to the
There is an intensity of the
distress of Iran. If the Middle East nations are to be considered when nations of Iraq, Jordan, Syria, Israeli, PLO and Egyptian
consisted of just Israel and Egypt, discussing the peace in this section Libya, Lebanon, Iran, Saudi Arabia situations in daily living and a
the answer to peace in the Middle of the world.
and the Palestine Liberation visitor quickly becomes aware that
East would be easily answered.
We have been impressed with the Organization. All these factors
See Guillermin, Page 8

Crane Terms Termination Of Relations
Nationalist Chinese Tragic, Sorry'
By HARRY COVERT

Koreans is an almost certainty.
"Within 24 hours they could occupy
Seoul, could begin immediately to
sue for peace. For all practical
purposes, they would have controlled the country and we would
have lost South Korea to the
communists."

JonnuU-dumpion M»ugii| Editor

Dr. Falwell, Crane During College Convocation.
tragic and sorry acts, perpetrated t>y our country should not engage in
any President of the United States those kinds of acts, at the expense of
because it was not supported by the trusted, loyal and faithful friends;
Congress...by the American particularly small freedom-loving
people...and yet it puts a stain on nations."
the honor, integrity and credibility
of this country."
Congressman Crane was firm,
Crane said recognition of Red too, on his stand on the issue of
China was similar to "betraying a South Korea. He said if the U.S.
friend...this does not mean that we withdraws troops from the corridor
could not seek an improvement of between the Demilitarized Zone and
relations with Mainline China. But, Seoul, an attack from the North

He also said, if he were in the
Oval Office as President of the
United States, he would disapprove
of the Equal Rights Amendment;
refuse special privileges for
homosexuals, noting "my grandmother reminded me that we should
love the sinner and hate the sin;"
and that he disagreed with legalized
abortion on demand.
Crane also told the Liberty
Baptist College students:
"The Constitution makes it
explicit that the first obligation of
anyone holding national office is the
defense and security of this country.
If we did nothing else in

Congressman Crane
Washington, it is the one area that if
you ever make a mistake, it must
always be on the side of being overly
strong, rather than being underly
strong."
He said the present administration of President Jimmy
Carter is pursuing the latter course
and "as a result, they are seeking to
remove a defense capability in this
country on the faulty, misguided
and unhistorical assumption that it
will produce peace and freedom."

-••—

23 Americans Present El Cristo

WEST HARTFORD, Conn.
(EP)-A social worker specializing
in work among former cult
members told a B'nai B'rith meeting
here that Jewish youths are
especially susceptible to cult
recruitment.
William Goldberg, director of
social and rehabilitation services for
Rockland County, N.Y., said he
estimates that as many as 40 per cent
of Unification Church members and
SO per cent of Hare Krishna
members are Jewish.

By CHARLES R. CADE

journey into Central America. "We
want to see people in the daily
routine of living in another culture,
MEXICO CITY, Mexico.
After a 1,600-mile flight through we want to see the opposition facing
the Gospel in this area and we want
the snow and freezing rain of
to see a successful missionary enVirginia, over the oil rig spotteddeavor that has overcome that
Gulf of Mexico and into the milehigh mountains of central Mexico, a opposition."
Mrs. Nancy Brasure, LCA
group of excited Lynchburg
Spanish teacher, said her students
Christian Academy Spanish
were thrilled to participate in this
students broke the protective
cocoon of the Convair 240 and SMITE program. And, what high
school student would not be? The
entered the warm air of what is
known in this part of the world as
trip had created much student inThe City.
terest in Spanish specifically and
It was 4 p.m., Jan. 28. in the would be an enrichment to the LCA
education program in general.
earth's most populated metropolis Part of high school life is field
Mexico City.
trips and few high school students
Thus began an exciting cultural
ever get the opportunity to take time
encounter for 23 secondary students
out from classroom studies to
of Lynchburg Christian Academy,
experience
"on-the-scene"
four SMITE (Student Missionary
geography lessons.
Intern Training for Evangelism)
The LCA-SMITE expedition
staffers, a high school teacher and
this reporter with the great people of
was greeted at the airport by
Mexico.
Missionary Harold DeVilbiss,
whose son, Daniel, and daughter
As a part of the SMITE comAnita,
are students at Liberty
mitment to world evangelism, this
Baptist College. They were also
group was the realization of SMITE
travel companions for this trip.
plans to expose as many of
The LCA students had theix first
"tommorrow's leaders" as possible
Mexican encounter in the evening
to experiencing the existence of life
service of one of the first churches
in an alien culture.
started by Pastor DeVilbiss. And, it
Dave Pantana,
SMITE's
was quite a time of brave and
campaign director for this trip, said
awkward efforts where comthere were three goals for this
Journal! baroplon Slllf Writer

Would Respect
Religious Minorities
PONTCHARTRAIN, France
(EP)--An aide to Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini told reporters
here that under a new Iranian
government formed by followers of
the Muslim leader, religious
minorities would be respected.
Sadegh Ghotbzadeh said that a
new constitution would respect the
general principles of the Islamic
faith, but stressed that it would also
be compatible with traditional
concepts of democracy.
He envisioned that the leaders of
the new Muslim state would
"propagate the depth and
dimensions of our movement"
among Muslims in the Soviet
Union, and asserted that "we have
the same right to propagate our
views as the Soviets have for their
ideology."
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MID-EAST PEACE POSSIBLE

Rep. Philip M. Crane (R-Ill.) is
serious about his candidacy for the
Republican nomination for the
presidency in 1980.
A college professor by training
and politician because of a love of
his country, Congressman Crane
has been diligently touring the
nation seeking support for his bid.
During a stopover in Lynchburg,
Warn Britons
LONDON
(EP)--The Va., the Illinois congressman met
Moonies, as followers of the the news media and spoke before a
Unification Church of the Rev. Sun convocation of Liberty Baptist
Myung Moon are called in this College students, staff and faculty.
He didn't dodge the issues. In
country, have drawn the fire of an
fact, the outspoken political leader
Anglican rector.
A strong attack came from the was frank and forthright during a
Rev. Norry McCurry, rector of question and answer session.
Stepney in the cosmopolitan East
End of London, who issued a stern
He said the ending of diplomatic
warning to his parishioners about relations with Taiwan and the
Moonie missionaries.
restoration of diplomacy with the
Red Chinese''.. .is one of the most

Jewish Young
Susceptible to Cults

?\

Dave Palilalia Sings

munication between two nations Materialism is as rampant in Mexico
centered upon and around Jesus and as in the United States but not quite
as substantive.
His love.
Emotions of heartbreak and
Afterward in the fundamental
Baptist church, many expressed compassion were the responses to
their frustrations at being brothers the young mother observed crawling
and sisters in Christ yet able to on her knees, supported by her
proclaim His glory only imperfectly husband and small son, into the
in a foreign language. Although Cathedral of the Virgin of
words often failed, kindred spirits in Guadalupe. Disgust and indignation
Christ rested in supernaturally were the responses to the
communicated love for another, professional clergy-manned booths
just as the Lord had directed.
in the entrances where relics, images
As the week advanced with trips of "saints" and other religious
to local points of interest in or near items were sold.
The unplanned coincidence of
Mexico City, most of the student
group quickly accepted the fact that Pope John Paul II's visit to Mexico
The City did have 16 million people with the LCA-SMITE visit served to
and other facts as well changed highten everyone's sensitivity to
from head knowledge to heart spiritual matters. One of the group
knowledge.
noted with a sad tone, that the
For example, the popular and Mexican people are in a bondage to
uninformed concept of Mexico as a church and don't know the
being a shallow, underdeveloped freedom in Jesus Christ.
Thus, there was noticed an
nation quickly fell before the
enormous grandeur of Mexico's opposition to the Gospel, an enpyramid and the kaleidoscoptic trenched materialism on one hand
beauty of her modern architecture. and paralyzing superstition on the
Dynamic commerce dispelled the other.
inaccurate image of total poverty.
See Smite, Page 4
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Our Awesome Duty
It is no wonder that China wants
to resume its economic and social
relationship with the United States.
The Peoples Republic of China,
known as Mainline China and Red
China, has finally learned that to
survive in the latter years of the
twentieth century, it needs to
modernize.
To survive, China must
modernize and trade.
China, despite its masses of
humanity, lives in abject poverty of
mind, body and soul. The Communistic state has manpower and
centuries of histroy, but China -- the
Communists ~ is without modern
equipment to feed itself; this nation,
is without a spirit where individuals
create and develop new and better
ways of living.
To say it accurately, China is
without.
China has kept itself shut off
from the rest of the world for more
than a quarter-century because its
leaders thought they could do it by
themselves. No one can live by
themselves and the Communisths
have proved it, even though they
have • bragged about their
superiority.
Today, with the United States
willingly re-opening the doors to
China for cultural , economic and
social trade, the USA is allowing the
Red Chinese to grow up and come

into the Twentieth Century. Yes,
America is allowing the hardline
Communists, born under the
powerful, late Chairman Mao TseTung, to wake up.
We as a Christian ministry are
particularly interested in the continued growth and development of
the United States. We are against
the oppression of human beings. We
reiterate that God has blessed the
United States like He has no other
nation upon the earth. We have an
obligation and we in the ministry of
our Lord Jesus Christ, have the
fundamental duty of carrying out
the Great Commission.
While we have many reservations concerning the resumption
of diplomatic relations with the
cruel communists, we are concerned
with the souls of the billions of lost
Chinese people. For the past few
weeks, the Chinese Vice Premier
Teng Hsaio-ping has been accorded
the tremendous American courtesy
of his state visit. We have seen the
businessmen, governmental leaders
(local, state and federal) and
educational leaders welcoming him
with open arms.
America can only help the Red
Chinese - we will help them improve their agriculture programs by
giving and/or selling them the
technical know how; we will help
them improve their businesses and

develop their economy; we will help
them develop their oil fields.
We believe God wants us to
carry the Gospel message to the
heathen Chinese; to the unsaved
millions who are enslaved in mind,
body and soul.
No one can imagine the enslavement of mankind unless
they've seen how the Chinese
control their people - from birth to
death. As Christians and as fundamental Christians committed to
serving the Lord Jesus, we must
insist that the cultural, economical
and industrial trade with China also
include the return of American
missionaries to Mainline China.
Already, many missionary
broadcasters are beaming the Good
News behind the Great Wall of
China. But, we must bolster our
vision of world evangelizaiton by
sending our Christian missionaries
to China.
We must never forget that an
entire people, numbering in the
billions, have never heard the
wonderful story of Jesus Christ, this
transforming Gospel message. We
know the answer to the world's
problems and the answer is Jesus
Christ.
China and the Chinese people
provide us with a vast opporunity.
Will we take up the gauntlet? We
must.

Vietnamese Boat People Greet Thomas Road Baptist Church's Mission Group On The High Seas.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Fleeing Refugee Knows The Suffering And Helps

The Vast Opportunity
Elsewhere on this page is a letter
we received from a yoiing man who
escaped the slaughtering Communists in Vietnam.
The letter of Thahn Than Vo is
reprinted without editing because
we believe Americans should know
the truth and the price that is paid
by some for truth and freedom. The
letter is a heart-rendering missive.
Its purpose of publicaiton is not for
financial solicitation but rather to
depict how others are forced to live.
Also on this page is a letter from
an inmate of the Florida State
Prison. We want to call attention to
this letter because this, too, shows
how people live.
The Christian ministry covers all
phases of life in the world today.
We must never forget that it is a real
world, with real problems, with real
chaos. It is hard for many people to
understand the hardships around
the world.
Also in this issue, we have
reports of two missionary projects
involving the Thomas Road Baptist
Church outreach known as SMITE
(Student Missionary Interns
Training for Evangelism). During
the Christmas holidays, our
students of Smite ministered to the

Boat People -.- those thousands of
refugees trying to flee the Communists in Vietnam. These refugees
are homeless, hopeless and for the
rriost part Christ-less. How sad it is
to see these starving lonely human
beings.
And, then from Jan. 29 to Feb.
3, another group of Lynchburg
Christian Academy students
enrolled in the Smite program, part
of the LBC complex, visited Mexico
City and several other cities and
towns below the border. That
report, also with photographs, is
also in this issue but presents an
effort by the LBC program of
acquainting our students with
various cultures of the world.
The cause of Christ, these
missionary trips continue to show
us, is a continual and real one. We
are not surprised but the enormity
of the job of Christians can't be
stressed enough.
During January, Dr. A. Pierre
Guillermin, the dynamic and gifted
president of Liberty Baptist College
and the other Liberty Baptist
Schools, participated in an impressive study mission involving
Israel and Egypt. This mission,
sponsored by the Israeli and

Egyptian
governments,
was
enhanced by the American Friends
of Tel Aviv University
Dr. Guillermin was among many
distinguished American educators,
bankers and business leaders who
participated in the seven-day
program. Dr. Guillermin is a man
who maintains a low profile but
exerts a strong influence with an
easy manner of getting things done
with decisiveness and vision.
The numerous and many
outreaches of this ministry are
evidenced in the reports showing
where those committed to Christ
can be used throughout the world. It
is remarkable to the unsaved and
saved, how God is using this
ministry to reach the world. God is
using the teachings and leaders of
this ministry in an exciting fashion.
And, it is continued proof that when
Christians
make themselves
available, God will use them.
The duty of Christians is
awesome. The world is waiting waiting for a direction, a leadership
and for someone to show the way.
This ministry, whether it be
educational preparation, on-the-job
training or planning and developing
is active throughout the world.
We've just begun the job and it is
thrilling to see how God is using
many different people to reach out
into the lost world.

The Obligation Of Service
Christian America must be as
fervent in its interest in government
as it is in proclaiming the Good
News.
During a period in American life
when political principles have
suffered severe blows to integrity
and esteem, more and more men
and women and young people have
found that serving God has made
them more aware of the importance
of honest government and a return
to high moral and ethical principles
of those who hold elective office.
These standards of excellence

should not be mere words but these
standards must be internalized and
made to become a part of every day
living - just as breathing is a vital
part of life.
There are those who suggest that
preachers of the Gospel and
Christians should stay out of
politics. We agree that government
should not dictate religious beliefs,
but we can never deny that the
United States of America was
founded on Christian principles as
set down in the Holy Bible.

It is an absolute shock to many
that the early Americans feared God
and sought His guidance. We
believe the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution
were written under wisdom from
God.

Christians have an obligation to
the Lord Jesus Christ to make
certain that the United States, its
elected and appointed leaders and
"We the people," stand for
righteousness and goodness and
continue a world leadership based
on those precepts. God has placed
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We must never confuse goodness
with weakness or kindness with
second best. In our Lord, we find a
Leader and our Servant.

Lynchburg, VA 24505

To serve Him is a magnificent
calling. To serve others is a special
duty. To set the pace for the world
in boldness and zealousness, we
must also serve. And service to Him
and to the world is the calling of the
Christian.
A good Christian is a good
citizen.

Dear Mr. Falwell:
I have never known you before.
I have just seen you this morning on
my TV. But I am so moved and
admire you very much when I hear
you appeal to every American
Christian to help you to help the
Indo-China boat-people by your
operating an emergency ship back
and forth on the South China Sea.
I am a Vietnamese. I have just
escaped those wicked communists
by boat, after two-and-a-half years
of living with them. I thoroughly
understand the daring trips of my
compatriots and the deadly courses
they make on the seas they have
never known with their little
wooden fishing boats.
They suffer too much on the way
of escaping the inhuman communism for their small boats always

run short of food, water and fuel.
Sometimes, boats are drowned
because they don't know how to
drive their boats safely.
That was my case. Before I was a
school teacher so I did not know
how to drive a boat, especially on
the heavy sea. But I cooperated with
two other colleagues to buy a small
fishing boat and we ran away with
our families at 2 o'clock a.m. on
Nov. 20, 1977. We had planned
three days afterward we could reach
Singapore. Of course I knew I could
not drive safely, but rather we had
died into the ocean than lived under
the cruel communist regime.
We let our lives in God's hand,
and we hoped to meet some freecountry ships in international waters
for help.

•••
At noon of that day, we reached
the international waters and met the
heavy sea. High silver waves rolled
up our small wooden boat, lifting it
up and throwing it down so
violently that we thought we would
be drowned.

Dear Dr. Falwell:
I'm in death row Florida State
Prison where the Holy Spirit is
working with me to set me free to
preach the Gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ and the coming Kingdom.
I'm very interested in obtaining the
best Christian Bible training. I do
not want,to waste my time here. I'm
far away from the world and its
pleasures, in solitary confinement,
alone with the Lord.
I saw this Bible college training
offered in the Journal-Champion
and I would like to ask you if there
is anyway in which I could get this
Bible course free from you.
I have no income and no way to
pay it back except leading other
souls to salvation.
Could you please help me obtain
this Bible training?
1 enclose thanks in advance for
your attention and consideration
and humbly await for your soon
answer keeping you in my prayers
all the way.
Loving you as the Lord loves us:
Antonio Menendez 052391
P.O. Box 747 Loc. 187212
Starke, Florida 32091

Sixteen out of seventeen people
on the boat were seasick, except me
who tried my best to "govern" my
pitiful boat. The sun came down
onto the dark horizon and I felt
hopeless. Six hours of facing rolling
waves to drive a boat is really too
much for me, an unexperienced
boat driver.
We also met five trade-ships, but
no one stopped to help us, even
though many types of international
signs of "SOS" were made. Sea

I

water ran into our boat more and
more as time went on. I was so calm
and tried to think about death as a
last "limit" while trying to do the
best job I could do.
I turned our boat North to
escape the high waves in the hope to
reach Thailand. At that moment, I
did not fear pirates at the Siam Gulf
any more.
Before our boat sank, we were
rescued by another refugee boat
which passed by Siam Gulf. We
continued "south-west," and two
days afterward, we reached a
Malaysian
island.
Regional
Malaysian people were so kind and
donated us food and clothing, for
we had nothing left after our boat
sank. We stayed at a refugee camp
for six months.
Now my family and I are happy
to enjoy a new life here, in Grand
Rapids, Michigan. I have a job and
have been able to save some money.
So, I would like to send you a $100
check to support you in your attempt to help out my miserable
fellow citizens.
I am very sad every time I think
of my fatherland and my people. No
one could bear the atrocious
Communist regime, and all of the
southerners like to flee for freedom.
Consequently, your effort of
helping them is really precious and
necessary.
Again, on behalf of all Vietnamese refugees, I would like to
express to your my deep thankfulness and I pray, "May God bless
you."
Thahn Than Vo
Kentwood, MI

Journal-Champion
Thomas Road Baptist Church
Publisher

i

Nelson Keener
Associate Publisher

• • •
Dear Editor:
1 am writing you today because
of an article which appeared
September 29, 1978, quoting a man.
. . "there was no gospel preaching
church in Pontiac, Illinois."
I am the pastor of Calvary
Baptist Church which is an independent, fundamental, gospelpreaching church, and has been for
25 years. Our church is in fellowship
with the GARBC.
1 am sure that the Journal('hampion would not have allowed
that statement in the paper if you
had been aware of our church.
I'asior Bob Searles
Calvary Baptist Church
P o n t i a c , 111.
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Crane At Convocation

has elected him five terms, the last "Phil Crane is a normative
time receiving over 80 per cent of politician, one of the very few we
have in America."
the vote;
Falwell went on to explain, "A
Crane is tagged with the label
"conservative" but noted, "Do not normative man makes decisions by
judge a man by labels because that principles rather than by pragmatic
short-circuits thinking." He then process. Some politicians will take
invited the college to judge him by their yellow pad and list the assets
his voting record and the principles and liabilities of a situation, then
vote what is best for them. Crane
upon which he believes.
Crane defined a conservative as will vote what is right because he
one who conserves the American lives by norms."
dream of liberty and government by
During the message, Crane
the people. He says his conservatism explained that the founders of
goes back to the Jeffersonian America were religious men who
tradition of the early 19th century.
formed the Constitution on the Ten
The Liberty Baptist College Commandments. They also believed
On Jan 31, Dr. Jerry Falwell
student body interrupted his address in the depravity of man. Hence,
entertained an official delegation
repeatedly with applause. Members they made laws that recognized God
from South Korea at a Lynchburg
of the faculty were receptive to Almighty, but also made laws to
restaurant. Congressman Ik Joon
Crane,
remarked,
"It
was protect men from one another
Kim, Dr. Kim Lyun Joorjt president
refreshing
to
have
an
academic
because they were sinners.
of Hangyang University, Seoul,
heavy
weight
and
a
conservative
Crane explained that men live
Korea, and Dr. Billy Kirn, south
running for the Presidency."
under God as stated in the First
Korean Director of the JJjiu- Eastern
Dr. Jerry Falwell introduced Amendment. He noted that
Gospel Crusade, were $|e foreign
Congressman Crane giving a government was a creation of men
delegates who discussed | | e peril of
complete background of the and should be under the control of
their nation if President W t e r pulls
speaker, noting his earned Ph.D., the people. The problem is that
the American Second D|fision out
his former college faculty positions, government is slowly reversing that
of South Korea.
arid
his membership in historical priority and is controlling the lives
•\tt
Dr. Kim Lyun Jctftin. whose» and, academic societies. When of Americans.
engineering university isjjmong the Falwefl told the audience Crane had
At the end of the session, Dr.
largest in Korea and has graduate eight children, they responded Falwell publically asked several
engineers around the wprld, is a1 warmly t<* Crane's human appeal,
questions.
j '^fterflilndh'witn Crane, Falwell
prominent Baptist laymamin Korea.
He noted, "When rn&invasiort said, "You are the kind of man we
comes to South KpreajKie Com- need in the White House."
When Congressman
Crane
When asked what he liked most
munists will kill the C h ^ i a n s just
began campaigning
for
the
as they did when they invaded in about Crane, Falwell answered,
Presidency of the United States, he
1950." Dr. Kim Lyun J p > n noted
there are seven million Christians in
South Korea that would be
John Todd's Record Confirmed
eliminated just as has happened in
Vietnam, Cambodia and Laos.
The Journal-Champion has instability and
"The Christians areH'the only
pseudological
ones in America that can help the had more requests for reprints of phantastica." Todd finds it difficult
j Christians of South KbTea," Dr. the editorial of John Todd than any to tell reality from fantasy...it tells
Kim pleaded. Thus far the other article it has printed. In the of hoiri'icidal threats he made on
j American government has^turned a February 1 issue of Christianity another, false suicide reports and a
deaf ear to the appeals of.rhe South Today, senior editor Edward E. severe personality disturbance.
Koreans. The capital, Seoul, is only Plowman has uncovered additional
one hour from North Korea lines. facts that substantiate the JournalThey could make a lightning strike, Champion.
From all the additional facts, the
j capture Seoul and sue for peace.
According to Plowman, Todd editorial on John Todd has been
Then South Korea would be began as a 19-year-old Pentecostal
substantiated.
The
Journalparalyzed.
storefront preacher in Phoenix in Champion took a risk in publishing
Dr. Falwell has publically 1968 with a wife and four-year-old
its opinion on John Todd. No
the position of the child, Tanya. He has dabbled in and
: defended
publication in fundamental circles
Christians of South Korea. He out of witchcraft, using it to
had taken a stand on his preaching.
invited Dr. Billy Kim, who also sexually seduce young girls. His
Many letters have been critical of
pastors the Calvary Baptist Church second wife, Sharon Garver, told
the Journal-Champion story.
in Suwon, South Korea, to speak on Christianity Today that Todd got
The Journal-Champion research
the Old-Time Gospel Hour, March her sister pregnant.
began with the Word of God. From
1L, Dr. Kim will present a message
In Dayton, Ohio, Todd operated
i . dealing- with the Urgency Df :foreign< The Witches Caldron and one 16- a knowledge of doctrine, it was
tl mwsrofts\'i,KnTr wilh tell the nation year-old finally told police that concluded that John Todd was nonthat the foreign missions work that witchcraft initiations were carried biblical and his ministry would
has been done in South Korea will out in the nude. He pleaded guilty to harm churches.
be lost if the troops are pulled out.
contributing to the unruliness of a
Split Level For Sale
Also attending the dinner were a minor and served two months of a
By Owner
delegate of Korean students from six-month sentence. More than one
Excellent condition, family room
Liberty Baptist College, staff state has a warrant out for his
with fireplace, formal dining
members from the college who have arrest.
room, large kitchen, three
ministered in South Korea and
bedrooms, a good buy at $49,000
Korean friends from Washington,
Christianity Today quotes his
Call 237-3618
D.C.
military record to show, "emotional
Rep. Phillip M. Crane (R-Ill.),
candidate for the Republican
nomination for President of the
United States, brought his campaign
to Liberty Baptist College Wednesday, Jan. 31.
Congressman Crane represents
the 12th district of Illinois, which

Dr. Falwell,
South Koreans
Discuss 'Perils9

•

Whatever lour
Lifestyle
ASSOCIATED IS THE STORE

Your friends and neighbors can tell you that Associated Furniture Store has the most varied selection
of honest built furniture in our area.

caught the attention of national
news magazines who began calling
his family, "The Kennedys of the
Right."
Phil has been in Congress 10
years and is president of the
American Conservative Union and
its 300,000 members.
Dan Crane, a dentist in Danville,
111., was just elected to Congress
from the Danville, Illinois, district.
The third brother, David Crane,
a lawyer and psychiatrist, lost his
bid in an Indianapolis election for
the U.S. Congress.
The brothers are all handsome,
sports-minded and share similar
politics, a family trait of the
Kenndey's, although the latter were
liberal.
The father, Dr. George Crane, a
physician-turned-newspaper
columnist, has a syndicated column
"The Worry Clinic" that appears in
over 300 newspapers.
The boys are brilliant in their
own right. When asked the source
for their desire to achieve, one
answered, "When we would start
talking about the heart, Dad would
jump up and diagram it as if lecturing to medical students. The boys
would go to the encyclopedia to
stump him." He went on to say,
"Life was a school room."
Another son noted, "I'd have to
cut weeds to earn a nickle for ice
cream."
Daniel remembers, "We had to
sweat for everything we wanted."

Wright
Arch Preserver Shoes

STYLE 208

$87.95
AAA

9H 16

9 16

8% 16

6 H 16

8 16

,
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Strap and buckle slip-on in aged bourbon or 'gleaming
black calfskin. Cushion insole. Flexible .leather sole.
\

With the famous metatarsal
bump that fits right into the
hollow of your foot
positions your arch
where it ought to
be - and brings a
comfortable smile
to your face.
C O L E M A N S H O E S 916 Main St., Lynchburg, Va„24b05
Name
Address.
City

You are invited to browse leisurely on all three floors.
We are glad to help if called upon. Terms and delivery
at your convenience can be/arranged.

Associated
Furniture Sales
1520 Lakeside Drive

8-11

Probably the most comfortable
shoe you'll ever wear!
9

Open Tues., Wed., Thurs., Sat. 9-5
Mon & Fri. 9-9

6-12

Sizes not in stock are available in approximately two weeks

..:•-

Select from store stock or custom order pieces of your
pwn choosing. Either way you save 20% to 35% on
quality furniture from select factories.

6-16

Zip.

State

SIZE

COLOR

STYLE
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SMITE Introduces
Mexico To Students

•

!

DR. JERRY FALWELL
PASTOR

DRH.L.WIULMINGTON,
DEAN

Now Fof The First Time
The Best Of Two Worlds
Studying The Word Of God

LIBERTY
BIBLE INSTITUTE
HERE IT IS... TWO UNIQUE PROGRAMS
ONE-YEAR
PRACTICAL CHRISTIAN
MINISTRY PROGRAM

TWO-YEAR GENERAL
BIBLE PROGRAM

This program will cover indepth the subjects of world
missions, practical youth
work, pastoral ministry,
counseling, and Christian
Education. Only those who
have graduated from the
Liberty Bible Institute or
who have had some
previous Bible background
elsewhere will be allowed
to enroll in this optional
year-long Super Conference!

This course is designed for
those who desire a better
knowledge of the Word of
God and are called to be a
pastor, missionary or an
active layman in the
church.

Continued From Page One
With the time passing rapidly,
delays in traffic and other scheduled
handicaps due to the influx of
people seeking the Pope, played
havoc with the patience of the LCASMITE teams. Each of the group
had hoped to spend more time in
various places of interest but the
climax to all the activities was the
journey to a small village, some five
hours by bus into the mountains.
There in the mountains a new
church building was being
dedicated. The American students
from Virginia were welcomed as
only friends by the natives and the
teenagers had an opportunity to
practice their Spanish skills with the
children with laughter and delight.
The native food was enjoyed by
everyone.
In the main service, the students
sang and presented their testimonies
in Spanish which were received with
pleased and strong amens by their
new Mexican "amigos." Pantana
sang a solo accompanied by a record
player which performed too slow
and soon joined with the braying of
a burro tethered just outside of the
small church. The entire
congregation appreciated the
performance with obvious delight.
After the service, the Americans
returned to their hotel tired and
happy as only those who have
enjoyed Christian fellowship and
worship'can know. There, as with
the church in Mexico City, the LCA
students saw proof that the Lord
has victory over superstition and
fear.
After returning to Mexico City
and a typically delicious Mexican
dinner, the Christian students

Missionary Harold DeVilbiss (right), PacryGuierrer (center), and Pastor
of Welcoming Church Greeted LCA Visitors.

Americans Were Honored With Mexican Dinner At Hotel In Tehucan
gathered for a time of reflection and
sharing. Each student gave the
testimony of being profoundly
effected during the one-week stay.
Miss Jan Rowe of SMITE was
lauded for her efforts in making the

Is Cross Cultural
Ministering For Me?
FIND OUT THROUGH
A ministry of the Thomas Road Baptist Church

and Liberty Baptist College.

A Brand New Look...
At the Grand Old Book

FOREIGN EXPOSURE
PROGRAM
WHAT IS FOREIGN EXPOSURE?
1. It is exposure to a culture and country other than your own.
2. It is first hand observation of missionary work in action.

NEW TRAINING
TECHNIQUE

NEW PLAN

In addition to the hundreds of taped
lectures, live lecturer, program-learning
sheets, color-coded textbooks, we now
have available nearly ONE THOUSAND
SPECIALLY DRAWN 8V2 x 11 inch
VISUAL MAPS AND CHARTS covering
the entire range of Biblical knowledge.
Each chart has been prepared by a
professional artist working closely with
a competent Bible scholar. These
charts are only available to enrolled
students of the Liberty Bible Institute.

This will consist ot a systematic and
soul-stirring study of the Word of God
through the usage of two basic teaching
methods. The First Section is entitled
"Basic Stages in the Book of Ages."
This is the CHRONOLOGICAL method,
which presents unusual and unique
paragraph outlines of the twelve main
chronological stages of Bible history
from Genesis through Revelation. The
Second Section is entitled "Doctrine
made
D e l i g h t f u l . " This is
the
THEOLOGICAL method, which includes
an analytical study of twelve major
doctrinal themes.
The Liberty Bible Institute student
receives that on-the-spot intensive and
invaluable Christian training within the
confines of one of the world's greatest
spiritual centers, the famous THOMAS
ROAD BAPTIST CHURCH! There is
simply no substitute for this if one truly
desires the best in matters of both Bible
and blessing.
All students, enrolling in the LIBERTY
BIBLE INSTITUTE automatically receive
everyone of the more than 300 TAPED
LECTURE Hours which go to make up
the regular Liberty Home Bible Institute
program. These high quality tapes,
covering all phases of Bible knowledge
and made by competent and spirit-filled
scholars, are fitted into dozens of
sturdy, vinyl-covered and beautifully
decorated album boxes. These albums
by themselves constitute a complete
library of Bible knowledge.

NEW TUITION

'%

The total cost, if one enrolled in both
schools (the T.R.B.I. and L.H.B.I.), would
exceed OVER $2,200. But tuition for the
Liberty Bible Institute is ONLY $330 per
semester! One-year Practical Christian
Ministry $265 per semester. Evening
School $220 per semester.

NEW OPPORTUNITY
Finally, during the month of May each
year the Liberty Bible Institute will
conduct a special study trip to Israel. To
prepare for this, a series of taped lectures on the Holy Land will be given out'
90 days in advance to all students who
sign up for the tour. While in the Holy
Land itself, regular teaching sessions
will be held daily. The trip will be offered
at the least possible price, thus
allowing many students to go.

Dr. Willmington, Dean, Liberty Bible Institute
Lynchburg, V A 24514
Please send me the free cassette describing
the new Liberty Bible Institute.
NAME
ADDRESS

3. It is YOU on the mission field for 8 days!
THE PURPOSE
1. To show you people in another culture.
2. To show you the opposition the Gospel faces in that
country.
3. To Show you a successful missionary work that ovecomes
that opposition.

week of foreign exposure" while
others on the team - Mrs. Brasure
and Pantana -- Were also praised for
making the week pleasant and
edutJa'tional.
The Lynchburg Christian
Academy students discovered that
the village people appeared more
receptive to the Gospel than did the
cosmopolitan city people. However,
God blesses his Word and the
students found that their job was tb
carry the message and the Lord
would do the rest.
One of the most rewarding
experiences during the campaign
was the encounted and development
of new friends. Undoubtedly, the
most • significant',;aspect Was ' the
obviously changed lives of all Who
went because none escaped
unimpressed with the spiritual
condition of the world and the
difference Jesus Christ makes
wherever He is received.
Those participating in the trip
were Lee Allen, Carol Baker, Kay
Barrett, Mrs. Nancy Brasure, Karen
Bryant, Gail Burke, Charles R.
Cade, Vanessa Davis, Shelia
DeLappe, Anita DeVilbiss, Danny
DeVilbiss, Douglas Drumm, Diane
Dungan, Ken Dunn, Shirerie
Hi *zko, Todd Lamphere, Kristi
IvicBride, John Byle, Elizabeth
Sharon Stone, Tammy
Shan uck, Janet Wemp, Debbje
Tharpe, Debbie Yerger, Dave
Wood,
Jan Rowe and co-pilot
Pantana,
and pilot Tim
Gary Swafford
Vaughan.

BOOK REVIEW

4. To destroy many misconceptions you may have had about
the mission field.

by
Lindsay Howan
The True Christian, John
5. To allow you to honestly evaluate the questjpri "Could I
Charles
Ryle, Baker, 311 pp.. 1978,
serve God in a culture other than my own?"
$7.95, originally published in 19tX)
as The Christian Race.
THE PROGRAM!
Here is a rare collection j of
Bishop Ryles sermons. Ryle was a
I
1
1
lover and teacher of biblical truth.
With the use of LBC's aircraft, we can arrange for 25 of
He demonstrates his conviction'for
your church members or youth group to visit any missionary
Fundamental
doctrine and scriptural
work in Central America or Islands of the Caribbean, j
holiness.
Countries such as Honduras, Guatemala, El Salvador,
Panama, Mexico and Costa Rica. In the Caribbean Islamim'ViBH^imm In a day of superficial
preaching, Ryle shows that it is
can visit Haiti, Dominican Republic, Puerto Rico, or the
possible to be simple, plain, and
Bahamas.
direct
without being shallow or trite.
Each program is eight days in length. We allow two days
Ryle
is famous for his comfor travel and six days of on the field exposure.
mentary Expository Thoughts on
Arrangements can be made to visit a missionary that your
the Gospels and the books Holiness
church supports or a.missionary that SMITE works with.
•
and Practical Religion.
The total cost of the program, including all food, lodging,
This series of sermons stressps
fees, visas, ground transportation and your flight is only $495.
the
need for Christians to be living a
per person.
full
and fruit-bearing life. tye
Many students and churches have accepted the challenge
challenges
those who want '.'the
to trust God to help them secure enough support to send them
happiness, but not the truth; the
on one of the campaigns.
victory but not the fight; the reward
but not the labor..." These
For more information
messages expose hypocrisy and selfwrite or call
delusion. They also give character
SMITE
arid progress of the true Christian.
716 Church Street
Lynchburg, VA 24504
Every student of preachers
(804)846 5271
would do well to examine the style
and contents of this valuable
Dave Pantana
Ian Rowe
reprint.
Student Foreign
Campaign
Exposure Director
Coordinator
Probe Moon's Fishing
•

Mr.
Pastor
Youth Dir.
Address
City, Statu, Zip.
Church Name
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HARTFORD, Conn. (EP) --Sen.
Lowell P. Weicker, Jr. (R.CoruJ)
has directed his staff to begin, a
probe of a national network of fishpacking companies, boatyards, and
boats owned by the Rev. Jjun
Myung Moon's Unification Chufljh-
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LAWMAKERS VETO EQUAL RIGHTS LEGISLATION
Court). I don't believe that the
people of Virginia want to be
dictated to by federal power with
regards to the question of equality
for we have the vehicles to protect
the rights of individuals within this
great Commonwealth. We are
encouraged by this strong turn out
today and we are appreciative of the
concern of each citizen."

By WANDA WATSON
JiwnMrt-Clwmplon Si.f f Writer

With the motto: "No Way,
ERA."
approximately
500
Virginians, including ISO members
of Thomas Road Baptist Church,
opposing the Equal Rights
Amendment (ERA) gathered in
front of the Bell Tower on the lawn
of Virginia's capitol in Richmond,
Tuesday, Jan.23.
Waving red, white and blue
banners, the crowds cheered for
each Virginia delegate who had
fought for the ratification of the
ERA amendment. The 76-piece
Liberty Baptist College Band entertained by playing several patriotic
selections such as "God' Bless
America."
The main purpose for whjch the
group orderly gathered was to
honor, thank and to show apThe 1979 Virginia General
Assembly soundly defeated the
Equal Rights Amendment. The
mpasure was defeated first by a
State Senate committee vote and
then on Friday, Feb. 2, the House
Privileges and Elections Committee
defeated the measure, 12-8.
preciation to the "Great J^ight"
members of the Senate Pri&leges
and Elections Committee and to the
"Terrific Twelve" in the ijrfouse
Privileges and Elections Committee.
The "Great Eight" in the Senate
P&E are William Hopkins,
. Roanoke; Coleman Yeatts, Pittsylvania; Howard Anderson,
Halifax; John Buchanan, Wise;
Elmon T. Gray, Sussex; Russell
Townsend, Chesapeake; William
Truban, Shenandoah; and i Elmo
Cross, Hanover.
a The "Terrific Twelve" in the
House P&E are George Allen,
Richmond; John D. Gray, Hampton; A.L. Philpott, Henry; Hardaway Marks, Hopewell; Claude
.Anderson, Buckingham; Earl
Dickinson, Louisa; Robert Ball,
Henrico; Theodore V. Morrision
Newport News; Frederick
( Jr.,
Creekmore, Chesapeake; Clinton
Miller, Shenandoah; Jerry Geisler,
Carroll; and Lacey Putney, BedThe majority of these men were
present to speak to the crowd at the
Bell Tower gathering. These
legislatoars want each Virginian to
be aware of the tragic effects that
the ERA amendment could have on
every citizen.
The Equal Rights Amendment
appears to be simple, containing
only the following three sentences:
9

• Equality of rights under the
law shall not be denied or abridged
by the U.S. or by any state on account of sex.
• The Congress shall have the
power to enforce by appropriate
legislation, the provisions of this
article.
• The amendment shall take
effect two years after the date of
ratification.

However, by establishing an
absolute equality under law, it will
take away many special rights which
presently belong to women. It
violates many passages of Biblical
n Scripture.
The following results may well
0 become reality if 38 states should
ratify the ERA amendment, making
i the amendment the 27th ConB stitutional Amendment.
ERA will yield great power to
, the federal government. For
1 example, jurisdiction over marriage,
property rights child custody and

Here are 312 stories from
Genesis to Revelation Written with a beauty and
simplicity of style that invite the meaning of the
Bible into children's hearts.
Egermeier's Bible stories
have won young hearts and
minds for generations. And
they are still favorites.
The perfect gift for nephews, nieces, sons, daughters, grand-children, Sunday School teachers,
friends.

"ONCE SAVED,
ALWAYS SAFE"
This book has 4 chapters: "A Child of God Can
Never Be Lost." "A Child of God Should Live
Holy," "Saved People Do Sin," and "What
Happens When a Saved Person Sins?" Send a
dollar bill and receive this book, PLUS 4 others: "When a New World Begins," "Heaven,
Hell and Salvation," "The Blessed Hope of
Christ's Return," and "Do We Live After
Death?" Full-length Bible messages! ALL 5
books for only S I . 0 0 ! Send this ad and i dollar bill with your name and address to:

This Photo Montage By Staffer Susan Hayes Shows LBC's Band Performing! at Afoi-jERA RAIIy In Richmond While In Lower Photos (left
tqright)Ar< Y l r W l a Delegates Vance Wilkins Jr., Joseph Crouch, and
Anti-ERA Speaker Mrs. Geline Williams.
inheritance rights could be tran- they do not sexually integrate
sferred to the hands of the federal facilities and if churches refuse to
courts. ERA is not necessary for ordain women equally with men,
women to gain the right to equal pay they could lose their tax exempt
for equal work, better paying jobs status. ERA could possibly abolish
or better working conditions. Anti- the right to privacy - it could end
ERA leaders say this right has been sexually segregated accomodations
guaranteed under the Equal Pay in facilities provided by . or subAct, the Civil Rights Act and the sidized by the government. ERA
Equal Employment Opportunity could change sex crime laws and
even help legalize homosexual
Act.
Instead, ERA may harm "marriages."
With these possibilities in mind,
working women by abolishing
protective laws regulating excessive the "Great Eight" and the "Terrific
working hours, weight lifting and Twelve" are daily fighting to keep
the ERA amendment
from
maternity leave.
ERA is not necessary for women destroying the American home and
to obtain equal credit. This is family.
Delegate Vance Wilkins of
guaranteed under the Equal OpJournalportunity Act. ERA may invalidate Amherst told the
state laws requiring a husband to Champion, "Government action is
support his family. ERA may not threatening the stability of the
allow a wife's right to draw Social American family. ERA is the most
Security based on her husband's damaging of any piece of present
earnings. ERA could do away with legislation and as families go - the
present lower life insurance and nation will go."
auto insurance for women. ERA. s Delegate, Joe Crouch of Lyncould require wpmeti to' rsgistferjforg cftNri.OatdC^~ J 'the
Journalthe draft. ERA might abolish all Champion, "I am fearful of enprivate men's and women's colleges. trusting the interpretation of this
ERA may deny tax exempt seemingly simplistic law to a nine
status to churches, and seminaries if member court (the U.S. Supreme

The BJThomas Story

and Bible study helps including:
• how we got our Bible
* the complete Bible in
* interesting facts
story form
about the Bible
•chronological order of
•great prayers of the
stories
Bible
* true to the Bible
•our Lord's parables
* approved by all faiths
* consistent art style
* written to be understood * 121 full color, full page
by children
pictures
* 64 pages of questions and * durable1 hard-cover bindanswers on the stories
ing.
EVANS' BOOKSHELF
Dept, LI
419 E. Main St.
Hoopeston, IL 60942
Please send me
'
copies of Egermeier's
BIBLE STORY BOOK -1 am enclosing $12.95 for each
copy ordered. Unless I am completely satisfied I may
return the book or (books) in 7 days for refund.
FEATURES:

John L. Bray Dept. JC
.

P.O. Box 509
Lakeland, Florida 33802

BIBLES
ORIGINAL SC0FIELD BIBLE
No. 153
No. 173
No. 183
No. 186
No. 157
No. 179

$23.95
$23.95
$25.85
$27.50
$27.50
$36.85

THOMPSON CHAIN BIBLE
(Thumb Indexed)
No. 210

$27.00

PLEASE PRINT

C.&<E.SihU& Sunk
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StfitrtbutuTfi

Name

P.O. Box 20S8
Riverview, M l 48192
For Information Call

Address

I-313-2B4-M441—313—479-3693-

9-12 A . M .
4-5 P . M .

A check must accompany your order.
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.State.
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Illinois residents please add 5% state sales tax.
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NEW HOMES!!
Low Interest Rates....
Low Down Payments....
Energy Conscious Construction

" It was a long way through the
raindrops and tears. But I've made it

Today's housing market is characterized by rising construction
costs and interest rates. These two factors, together with high
utility costs, have made ownership difficult, if not impossible. We
at Ford-Garbee feel we have a solution to this problem: OUR
NEW HOMES AT "LONG MEADOWS" SUBDIVISION.

HOME WHERE I BELONG."
A gripping story of broken lives
turned into examples of God's power
and broken homes into miraculous
centers of Christian fellowship.
HOME WHERE I BELONG . . .
not .always a pretty story, but an intimate look at how a life and family
can be twisted and nearly destroyed

by drugs. Yet B. j . makes sure that
you see the tragedy for what it is . . .
a prelude to his triumph in Christ.
HOME WHERE I BELONG—The
B. J. Thomas story as told to Jerry B.
Jenkins—a powerful, moving story
for every member of your family.

19-A Wadsworth St.
Lynchburg, VA 24501

Christian Book Shop
At Pittman Plaza Entrance

i 11 m — J M — I

in your teaching materials?
For: Sunday school, youth programs, Bible study, clubs, special
ministries, and Christian schools. Visualized Choruses-26
titles
Spanish-Footsteps of Faith Series
Camp MaterialJunior and Senior material available each year.
PRESCHOOL
Tiny Slip, of Faith
Four teaching kin available
-Plastic liQurtt and iionboaid
-Teaching pictures

-Paper bag puppets
- T e m II2 to 16 lessons m each
k.t I
-Color and Action Kit (hand
work I
-Take Home Memorv tokens

mumi
O Preschool
D Elementary
Q High School

I MM. I lul. H"

D Visuali/ed Songs
D Spanish

/

237 Fairfield Avenue, Upper Darby, PA 19082 (215) FL 2-7177

Please rush me more information on these items and lots more.
Name
Title
Church
Address
City

;ERH
EGERMEIER'S
BIBLE STORY BOOK

"I had the privilege of making
the motion to kill this horrible piece
of legislation and I plan to continue
to do all that I can to inform
Virginians about ERA. While I am
certainly concerned about equal
opportunities for women, I feel the
wording of the amendment is too
vague and is subject to unforseeable
interpretation", Delegate Lacey
Putney told the Journal-Champion.

Need a Kef rcsliin<j Change

te

The Favorite Of
Over 2 Million Children

State

Zip

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

ELEMENTARY
Fooiittpiof Faith
Eight volume B'ble c o u n t
ti.jMHWiji.jph h g u r t l

Fully vuu*lutd memory vt'tct
Tail ( U to 16 lessons)
I Jtir Home Memory tokens
HIGH SCHOOL
Steps to Maturity
Two courses
Cod Encountered Includes
Evidence ol Inip.raiion of S e p
lures. Alternative to Evolution.
Human Nature, the Godhead.
How to Know the W>H ol God. tic
The Cutting tde>e includes
Qiiopleihip, The Bible and the
Occult, Questionable Activities,ate

THE EATON

THE POWHATAN

Jn order to satisfy demand, we are
stepping up our construction activity.
We are now in position to offer many
excellent lots from which to choose. In
addition, we have just received
$1,000,000 in mortgage money at 81/4%!
If you have been waiting, NOW IS THE
TIME!
For Information on "Long Meadows" Contact:
FORD GARBEE & CO., INC., REALTORS
(528-4040)
John L. Swann, Jr. 239-5541
E. Austin Salmon, Jr. 239-1213
•H
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South China Sea: Scene
of
Despair
7,000 FED IN LAOTIAN CAMP

Eighty-eight People
In A Boat

No one has appreciated his
freedom until he has looked into the
faces of 88 Vietnamese refugees in a
small boat in the middle of the
South China Sea. They were
huddled in a flimsy 30-foot boat
that was all that protected them
from a watery grave.
The first mate spotted them at
6:30 a.m. and word quickly spread
throughout our ship, the Bamboo
Cross. We were a mercy ship whose
missionaries was to give help to the
refugees.
When we first spotted them,
they were three miles dead ahead.
Those who were there to give
assistance began running to their
posts.
"These are real refugees,"
someone shouted.
When we finally saw them with
the naked eye, they were a mass of
arms waving for help. One fellow
lifted an empty pail, pretending to
drink. He was asking for water.
Ha Jimmy, a Christian Vietnamese, spoke to them over the loud
speaker, "We are here to help you."
When he told them we were
Christians, the refugees clapped for
joy.
Earlier that morning, Dr. Larry
Ward, President for Food For the
Hungry International, had come on
watch. He told his partner, "I
believe we will find some refugees
this morning."
When Captain Sabbi first
spotted them he announced, "1
think they are refugees, they have a
sail on a motor boat and the boat is
rocking back and forth like they
don't know what to do." It took
about Fifteen minutes to pull along
side after we spotted them. We
threw them a rope with which to
lash their small boat to us because
the sea was rough.
We threw several plastic
packages of food into their boat.
Next, two large bags of rice, each
weighing over 100 pounds, were
lowered to them. Then, we put five
"Jerry cans" of fresh water into
their boat (each can containedlO
gallons).
'***£•
One young teenage boy tried to
climb up the rope onto the Bamboo
Cross. The Vietnamese on the
refugee boat yelled at him to return;
he obeyed.
The cook on the mercy ship was
from the Philippines. He forced his
way to the edge of the rail of the
ship. We wondered why he had such
an interest in Vietnamese refugees.
He searched longingly from face to
face among the women. When he
was sure, he turned, disappointed
from the crowd. Later, we found
out that he had left his wife in
Vietnam and had not seen her in
seven years.
"Maybe in the next boat," he
said dejectedly.
Most of the boat people are
ethnic Chinese, but these were all
Vietnamese. They bought their boat
in Phan Ri, about 200 miles north of
Saigon. They were heading for
Trenggani, Malaysia. They had
been told that refugees could sneak
into that part of Malaysia more
easily because there were fewer gun
boat patrols there. We crossed their
path at latitude 05 and longitude 103
13. They were right on target for
their destination. They were five
days out of Vietnam and only one
day from freedom, that is, if they
could sneak into Malaysia.
Most of these boat people were
Buddhist and Roman Catholic, but,
there were seven Christians on
board. In each package there was a
Bible and a gospel tract. As they
pulled away, some were already
reading God's Word. (A total of
eight Bibles were given).
One baby had been born on the
high sea; he would go to freedom
having never experienced the
communistic government his
parents had left behind. One of the
paid crew, not a Christian, ran and
got clothes and threw them into the
boat for the baby. The unsaved crew
members were just as excited as the
Christians.
At the last moment someone
went into our storeroom and six
cans of whole milk and threw them
into their boat. As they sailed away,
we saw the empty milk cans floating
in the sea. It had not taken long to
put the milk to good use.
The refugees had been told that
Food For The Hungry had a ship
that would help them. They had
been looking for us, as we were
looking for them.
As the refugees were getting
ready to leave, we were told that a
woman was about to have a baby.
"Could she come aboard?" they
asked. We told them "no." There
were too many international

By Roscoe Brewer
Jesus fed 5,000 because they
were hungry. He also loved them.
I've always studied the feeding of
the 5,000 in an academic manner
while studying the miracles of.
Christ. I never thought of the
hungry people.
Today, I helped feed 7,000
Laotian children in a refugee camp
at Ubon, Thailand. The logistics of
feeding 7,000 people are complex
because hungry people will riot.
And when they push and shove, the
small children get stomped in the
dust by feet rushing to get in line.
And there are children
everywhere who are yelling, pushing
and running. I loved the cute faces
that politely waited for food. They
asked for food with hungry eyes but
their hands never reached out
begging. Then there were the mean
pushy boys who shoved the smaller
children aside. You want to take a
switch to them or tell them "no
food" for you. But then you
remember that they are also hungry
and you wonder who can blame
them for following their urges.
The mothers came with babies
on their backs and small children in
hand. These mothers love their
children and want to feed them. My
heart bled for them. The cry of a
hungry child rips your insides out.
Refugees Scramble To Reach Assistance of American's Bringing Food.
complications. The baby would
have to be born at sea.
As they sailed away, there was
an ironic analogy. In a few hours,
there would be one new life born on
that small crowded boat, and soon
88, or maybe a total of 89, refugees

might make it to new life in
Malaysia or another country. But
the greatest analogy of all would be
the new life that would be born into
the hearts of every boat person who
read and believed the Bible that had
been given to them.

I was with a team of 20 college
students in northern Thailand
during the Christmas holidays. We
fed Christmas dinners to approximately 25,000. children in six
refugee camps. It was not turkey
and cranberry served on a china
plate. We gave them rice or noodle
soup with chicken or beef. We
served it in a plastic bag. For some it

Roscoe Brewer Shows Mai Lee Her Photograph In Newspaper.
was the First meat they had had in a
long time.
.
The feeding 0f the 5,000 by
Christ is the Only I miracle that is
included in < "all ^four gospels.
Therefore, it must'be'important.
Why? Because it revealed Jesus'
heart for the multitudes. Jesus lifted
up His eyes and saw the multitudes.
I know how He must have felt. I was
moved when I saw a refugee camp
of 30,000 people. They are a
multitude that have been driven
across the Mekong River by the
communists.
Jesus felt love for the hungry.
He was moved with compassion on
them. My heart was stirred to the
edge of endurance. It was not a mild
touch of pity; it was identification
with the refugees.
I saw a mother in the middle of
over 100 pushing junior-age boys.
She was perspiring and on the verge
of tears. She held her little boy by
the hand. I could not see him for the
press around her. I waded into the
crowd and took her to the head of
the line. It was only a small act of
love but afterward she came and
bowed with clasped hands in appreciation.
Jesus did something when He
saw the multitudes. He was not
embarrassed to be in the situation,
nor did the need of liungry people
frustrate him. Compassion always
seeks a way to properly express
itself. Dr. Jerry Falwell had raised
money through the Old-Time
Gospel Hour to feed the refugees.
We had come prepared to express
our lcve in the name of Jesus Christ.

The multitudes that Jesus fed
were hungry. The next day they
came to Him again seeking bread.
(John 6:26). So why did He feed
them? Because he wanted to reveal
His love and because He wanted
them to believe that He was the Son
of God. The people who received
our plastic bags of food were
hungry the next day. So why did we
feed them? To let the refugees know
that Jesus Christ cares.
But our compassion goes further
than food. We plan to help relocate
refugees in Bolivia and Paraguay in
South America. This Christmas
dinner was only the downpayment
on future help.
Americans do not understand
what it means to be locked up in a
crowded refugee camp. These
people have no citizenship, having
fled their home country only to find
that the home of their choice does
not want them. They cannot buy a
house, find a job, or plan a future,
They are people who only live in the
present tense. The past is erased and
the future is a question mark.
Today I experienced the feeling
of the disciples who helped feed the
5,000.
I was frustrated at so little food
and irritated by the crowds' insensitivity. Then I saw a little boy
who was squatting patiently and
waiting. I made sure he got
something to eat. I felt satisfied
because I had done all 1 could do,
yet there was so much more to be
done.

* + * • * * * * * • • < * * * *

These Houses Give Shelter To Many Homeless Asians.

Vietnamese Refugee Camp
"In the name of the 1,600
persons in the Vietnamese refugee
camp of Sikew, I welcome you." So
said the camp commander to the
visitors from Lynchburg, Va. The
Liberty Baptist College young
people sang in many places during
their trip, but did not have a more
responsive crowd anywhere in
Thailand. The crowd stood in the
sun on the hottest day of the entire
Southeast Asia trip.

Just as light shines best against
the blackest darkness, so these, the
neediest of the refugees, were also
the most grateful. The Vietnamese
refugees have less than those in
other refugee camps. There is a deep
animosity between the Vietnamese
and Thai peoples. Also, the Thai
government is suspicious that the
Vietnamese refugees might have
communist spies among them, as a
result, the barbed wire fences were
higher and the gate was never
unlocked to allow the people to go
anywhere. The food was marginal,
consisting of only rice, and when a
person did not do his work, such as
the garbage detail, he was taken to
the prison across the street and in
some cases beaten.

"Thank you for the beef and
chicken." Hoang Van Van, the
chairman of the Christian church in
the camp, spoke for all the people.
"Seldom have we gotten a full belly
of meat," said an old man as lie
staggered homne on wobbly legs
carrying the wash pan full of stew.
The children got gifts of dolls,
squeeze animals and space saucers.

Dr. Elmer Towns preached a
simple sermon. "I want to tell you a
story about God," he said. "He
made everything - the mountains,
the trees and the sea." Then Towns
explained, "God had a son whose
name was Jesus Christ. He was born
of a virgin. Jesus grew as a little boy
just as these children." Towns then
pointed to the hundreds of children
in front of him.
"Jesus told the people that He
was God and they were angry. He
told them He was the only way to
His Father's house which is in
heaven. This also made them angry.
Jesus told the people they were
sinners because they had broken
God's law -- they lied, cheated, stole
and committed adultery.
"Jesus told the people, 'Because
you have lied and stolen, you will go
to a place called hell where you will
burn forever and ever.'"
Towns told how the hatred of
the people caused them to kill Jesus
Christ. Many of the refugees have
never heard the gospel. He
preached, "Jesus Christ died for
your sins that you might go to
heaven."
"I want you to become
Christians," Towns pleaded with
them. "I want children to believe in
Jesus Christ as the Son of God." He
repeated the same statement for
mothers, fathers and grandparents.
They listened politely until Towns
told them to burn their idols. Steve
Hoogie, a third-year LBC student
who always operates the sound
board located in the audience, could

hear them murmuring under their
breath. Towns explained, "Burning
your idols is repentance. Jesus
Christ is the only God. There is no
other way to heaven."
The Christian church in the
Vietnamese refugee camp has not
had great success in evangelization.
There are 30 adults who attend
services each Sunday and a total of
approximately 80 believers when the
children are counted, a small
number among the 1,600 refugees.
"Your singing will bring us
respect," testified San-Bao, a
Sunday School teacher. The
Lynchburg team was dressed in full
outfits. Someone had suggested that
since the refugee camp was small,
and it was hot, the girls need not put
on long dresses. "Whatever we do,
we do our best," said Roscoe
Brewer, TRBC missions director
and leader of the Thailand trip.
"Your musical group is the best
we have had in the three years that
we have been here," the Vietnamese
Sunday School teacher again
complimented
his American
visitors. He went on to explain that
the church preaches what Dr.
Towns had preached, but this time
the entire camp listened because of
his position.
"Please preach and sing again,"
they asked, but there was not time.
Towns noted that if a preacher
would go to a refugee camp and
preach seven days, thousands would
attend the services because the
people have nothing else to do and a
great revival could break out.

There was a letdown among the
students. As the morning drew on,
the number of students on watch
declined. Their excitement was
dampened by the hot sun and
boredom. As the morning dragged
on more fishing boats appeared. At
one time we could see as many as
eight small craft in the water, but
none were refugee boats. We were in
the fishing lanes, still a day's sailing
from where the main stream of
refugees was to be found.
Dr. Chander, the Indian doctor
who had been with World Vision's
"Sea Sweep," was assigned to Food
For the Hungry International. He
had actually contacted boats at sea
and had valuable experience.
"Some of the refugees are
frightened and desperate, and may
shoot at us," he said. He requested
everyone to remain below deck
when we spotted a refugee boat
until the refugee's were told we were
a friendly ship. This was the pattern
for contacting a refugee ship.
"We are Tin Lanh," he told the
Vietnamese Christian to announce
to the refugees over, a portable loud
speaker. "Tin Lanh...Tin Lanh,"
he would tell the boat people. "We
bring you good news." Anyone
from a Vietnamese village would
recognize that announcement
because it was used by the gospel
churches.
"We are here to help you," was
the next thing we would say. But
almost immediately our interpreter
added, "We cannot pick you up
because no nation will accept you if
we pick you up."
One of the biggest problems the
leaders of the mercy ship, the

+

* * * *

Bamboo Cross, faced was the extent
to which desperate men will perform
desperate acts to save themselves.
The refugees might try to board the
mercy ship or they might destroy
their engines or sink their boat to
force the Bamboo Cross to save
them.
"If you sink your ship we will
take you back to Saigon," was our
warning to them. If the Bamboo
Cross had picked up survivors, it
would have been barred in
Singapore. And that would have
stopped the entire operation because
Singapore was the base. Also, the
other nations would not have
received the refugees. As a matter of
fact, if the Bamboo Cross had sailed,
into any port with refugees, they
would not have been allowed to
land, nor would the ship's crew or
the team from America. The mercy
ship would have been stuck with
them.
"We want to give you food,
water, medicine and fuel," was the
next thing our Vietnamese speaker
would say. The captain of the
refugee boat would then be allowed
to come aboard the Bamboo Cross.
The refugees were not told there
was a doctor aboard the mercy ship.
If they knew that, many would have
claimed to be sick to get on the
Bamboo Cross. We decided that
when their captain came aboard, we
could determine if there were sick
who needed help.
Our final gift was a compass for
the refugees along with a sea map of
the region. The compass would be
set and they would be on the correct
course for their destination.

Brewer (left) and Klmer Towns (right) talk with San-Bao.
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LBC Students, Smite Fly To Southeast Asia
Hmong Receive Care, Love From 'Missionaries'
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The Lines Were Long As Refugee Children Waited To Receive Food.
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Spinning Tops
By ELMER TOWNS
The Loei refugee camp has
13,000 people, most of whom are
Hmong tribesmen from the
mountains of Laos. They have
adapted well to their new refugee
camp because it is situated in the
mountains of Thailand near the
n Mekong River. The Hmong like the
m camp because their homes are
spread up and down the hillside and
there is vegetation growing between
the settlements. (Approximately 300
to 900 people live in each group of
huts). At Loei, the Hmong have
constructed most of their homes
Hi
from bamboo with straw roofs; in
ir
other camps they lived in a long
barracks-type building containing
il dozens of famililes.
pi
At Loei more Hmong wore their
traditional dress. Also, the children
•-'(

<>'

•

were more fearful of strangers and
some were naked. They came from
mountain villages to a mountain
refugee camp and have not learned
to wear clothes.
The children came through the
line to receive their Christmas
dinner. Whereas the Hmong in
Nang Khai had brought soup bowls,
in Loei they were given soup in a
plastic bag. Fried rice was
distributed in a separate plastic bag.
The girls were given dolls the
same as in other camps, but the boys
were given tops. Spinning large
wooden tops is natural to Hmong
boys, but these were colorful plastic
tops with a spring spinner. The boys
were puzzled. I went through the
crowd giving lessons in "winding
spring tops." The elderly men were
as fascinated as the boys. An ob-

server would have thought it was an
American Christmas morning;
fathers were spinning tops, their
sons were watching. I must have
given
200
demonstrations.
Everytime I began spinning a top, a
tight circle of fathers and sons
watched with interest. When a
spinning top went scooting over
their bare toes, everyone laughed.
The village chief stood at the
beginning of the line to insure order.
They were fair; they wanted every
child to receive a gift and every
family to get a blanket.
After a while it seemed like
everyone was spinning a top. At last
the boys had all mastered their gift.
Spinning tops were everywhere.

SAN-BAO: 'CAMPS ARE A WASTE OF LIFE'
•Jl

San-Bao, along with 70 other

ficials knew they were going. He
testified, "1 think they got some of
r i by boat because he wanted to live in the money.t,!
freedom. As soon as the Americans
They hired a sailor to captain the
pulled out of Saigon, he knew that 50 meter boat and pulled out under
life under communism would be cove* of darkness. At dawn they
terrifying so he made plans to were met by a North Vietnamese
gunboat. They were terrified, but
escape.
The boat-people are now in the soon found all the North Viet01 news, but San-Bao escaped when
namese wanted was money. "We
gave
them $1,000. When they tried
few were trying to leave. He was'
among the first of the boat people fo to take our food we begged them
not to kill us by starvation.
leave Vietnam.
They had a compass and headed
San-Bao was an electrical
toward
Malaysia, but were blown
engineer, a graduate of Phu Thu
University, but more important, he off course. After 10 days they
was an ethnic Chinese. (Today most landed on a beach near Klung Yai,
of the boat people are ethnic Thailand.
The group left the boat and most
Chinese).
With the 70 people, San-Bao of them made their way to
arranged to purchase an old wooden Bangkok. San-Bao felt the sailor
fishing vessel for 70 ounces of gold. took the boat back to Vietnam and
They were then charged another 20 sold it again for the same price. Sanounces for gasoline and food. (One Bao lived in hotels and planned to
ounce of gold is worth ap- make a new life in Thailand.
Knowing he had landed in the
proximately 200 U.S. dollars.
The 30-year-old Vietnamese told nation illegal, he reported to a
how some North Vietnamese of- police station. He was arrested and
•

to people, left Vietnam three years ago

•

:

•

Vang Chiong Is Interviewed About How He Led His Village

brought before a judge and fined
500 bath (Thailand money).
But that was not the end of the
story. He was sent to Suring, a
dentention center and has been in
confinement for three years. It is
not a prison, but he is not a free
man.
When asked what he does in the
prison, he observed, "1 just wait."
A refugee camp is a terrible waste of
human life; there is nothing to do.
San-Bao was transferred to
Sikew camp where he saw a small
group of Christians praying and
singing. He remembered attending a
Bible class in high school. Although
he did not become a believer at the
time, he did follow his teacher to a
Baptist church where he heard the
gospel. In the refugee camp SanBao, the well educated university
graduate, was now willing to listen
to the gospel. Back in Vietnam he
had been self-sufficient. He had felt
he needed nothing. He had been
interested in Christianity only as a
curiosity. Now he was reduced to a
meager existence. He had faced
death and wanted to live. But he
wanted more than existence, he
wanted a full life. There was an
inner hunger for the answers to life.
He had not found these answers in
money or position. The refugee
camp gave him an opportunity to
consider his life. He wanted peace
and joy and saw it in the small
handful of Christians at Sikew. He
fellowshipped with them and
learned the "Holy songs" (his term
for hymns). San-Bao became a
Christian.

After cramming for final exams
at Liberty Baptist College, 13
students spent 40 hours on an
airplane and flew halfway around
the world. The fact that the students
had to take their exams early was
predictive of more to follow. For
two days after their arrival in
Thailand there was more cramming;
they had to master the music and
words of three Christian carols in
Hmong and two in the Thai
language. The students were
members of SMITE (Student
Missionary Intern Training For
Evangelism).
A newspaper reporter was
amazed when he heard them sing.
"They are devoted to perfection in
music and pronunciation." Another
refugee camp leader commented,
"If you went to that much trouble
just for the Hmong people, your
message must be important."
The young people wore their
best dress and the amplified sound
system was the finest - the same
quality they would have used back
home. They did not consider it a
great sacrifice to give up Christmas
with their families. "It was a
privilege to do the best we could for
Jesus Christ," one of them said.
The LBC singing group did more
than "mouth" a few songs in a
foreign language. They almost
locked themselves in a room for two
days while memorizing a foreign
language. "How do you pronounce
nws?" Mark Home asked. Many of
the words had no vowels, only
consonants. Other words like czsw
and mnou had to be written
phonetically, then memorized.
"The words made no sense,"
Pam Ervin sighed, "We couldn't
relate them to anything." After they
memorized the words they had to
master their pronunciation with
music. Next, they learned their
vocal parts. There were no chord
arrangements, so a cassette tape of
Christmas carols in the Thai
language was purchased. They
listened to the recordings and
improvised their vocal parts.
They sang the songs over and
over, taking a five-minute break
every hour to relax. Whenever they
developed problems, each person
went off for 15 minutes to rote
memorize a verse of a song. Then
they came back to put it together.
Now they had the words and music,
but the question remained, "Could
the Hmong people understand
them?"
Next, Miss Emmon Pitaksakpong, a youth Christian fellowship
leader in Bangkok, worked with the
group the second day. The group
was struggling with dipthongs and
pronunciations. She sharpened their

enunciation and helped with emphasis on prefixes or suffixes, or
whatever the need.
Miss
Pitaksakpong was employed for the
crusade to interpret during the
meetings, to translate
for
negotiations with officials and to
guide in cultural problems.
One Lynchburger called this
process the "sweat box" method of
preparing to sing. Another called it
"force-feeding the mind."
Whatever it was, the SMITE Singers
always minister in the language of
the people, whether in Haitian,
Korean or South American Spanish.
And the results are always the same.
A wave of astonishment sweeps
across an audience when they hear
the gospel in their own dialect. In
Haiti, the people shouted Amen, in
Korea they applauded and in the

refugee camps of Thailand they
smiled and" nodded to one another.
Through the miracle of electronics, media and the dedication of
college young people, a group of
refugees who had been neglected by
the world listened to a professional
musical presentation of the gospel in
their own dialect. The amazing part
is that many had never heard a
secular professional group. They
grinned and smiled and nodded
approval. It was the first time many
of the refugees had smiled in a long
time. "For one smile it was worth
the pressure," noted Debbie
Howell. But thousands were
smiling. The intense preparation by
the SMITE Singers was a ministry
of mercy that brought the desiied
response from a needy people.

LBC Student Cheryl Ferryman Supervises The Cooking of 1,000 Chickens.

One Christian Out of 1,500 Lived
Some people think that suffering
and death will weaken a person's
Christianity. But not for Nao, a 20year-old Christian who escaped
from communist Laos only six
months ago. "I love Jesus Christ
more than ever before."
Nao became a Christian when he
was 10 years old. His family had
beerl animist; they worshiped the
spirits which they believe are
emobdied in nature. His family had
offered the blood of water buffalo,
pigs and chickens to all the gods
which they feared. When they
believed in Jesus Christ they put all
their false gods away.
Nao is a Hmong, a mountain
people hated by the Pathet Lao
communists. When the village
leaders learned the communists were
killing the Hmong, about 3,000
people escaped into the jungles.
They knew there was freedom in
Thailand, so Nao and his village
began making their way toward the
Mekong River, the boundary line of
liberty.
As they began crossing the river,
the Pathet Lao opened up with
machine guns and artillery. Nao
believes about a third of his village,
approximately 1,000 people, were

killed. They fled back into Laos
even though they were within sight
of freedom. The next time they
approached the river, Nao reports
that they saw the Roug waiting for
them. A battle followed. Again he
said approximately 1,000 more of
his people were killed. They agreed
to separate and try to individually
sneak across the river at night.
Out of 3,000 Hmong villagers,
only seven make it to freedom. Of
the 3,000 who began their trek to
freedom, half were Christian. Nao
was the only Christian to make it to
freedom.
Nao comes from a family of 17.
Six of his family are missing, the
other 10 were killed by the Pathet
Lao.
Nao has a grasp of the meaning
of freedom that is not understood
by many. "I did not want to go dig
for the communists," he said. Nao
talked about the commune where
the Pathet Lao worked the people
from morning to night. "They kill
people by working them so hard."
He held on to his dignity, "I do not
mind working for myself, but to dig
for the communists...no! We have
good minds to use."
Nao was asked if there was a

church in his home village. He
shook his head yes. Then made the
sign of a cross and pointed to the
steeple of a nearby hut.
"Do you still believe in Jesus
Christ?" he was asked.
He smiled and nodded yes, his
white teeth glistening against his
olive skin. Nao is a beautiful young
man with his life before him. He has
seen unparalled human slaughter.
Yet his faith is unshaken. He has a
simple trust in God. He is now
identified with the Hmong church in
the Loei refugee camp, a church
that has about 150 families in attendance (that is their way of
counting attendance, actually there
are around 400 people). Nao lives
with another family in a longhouse
in the Loei camp.
"What will you do?" he was
asked about his new life. The way
Nao answered showed his simple
concept of day to day existance.
"Sunday 1 will go to church, and
Monday the Christians will help me
cut down some trees and build a
house."

Refugee Children Show Serious Faces As To Their Plight.
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GUILLERMIN SERVES
Continued From Page One

the Israelis live with-c. the real
possibility of terrorisW><djr war.
While we were visiting with the
military general of Judea and
Samaria, he was directing the
dismantling of a bomb in the
business district of Jerusalem.
We were informed that this was
the largest package trf explosives
ever found in an Israeli vehicle.
They dismantled it in 10 minutes
before it was set toexplode.
Israelis have developed a
cautious alertness and awareness of
possible danger in their daily lives.
Their attitude is good and morale
high. Security here in Israel is
prepared for any situation.
It is a significant fact that the
Shiloah Center for Middle Eastern
and African Affairs has begun in
earnest. The mission was held Jan.
14-21 and it is important to note

that the efforts of the first team was
outstanding.
Roots of Many Nations
Whenever nations begin to sit
down at the negotiating table, many
of the differences will be cleared. It
is also vital in any peace negotiation
to involve all quarters of a nation's
society.
Americans have a unique way of
oversimplifying a situation. The
problems that are evident in the
Middle East today have their roots
in the history of many nations, not
just Israel and Egypt. Our concepts,
therefore, are often distorted.
We got into the meat of the
situation. We met with the mayors
of Nazareth, Bethlehem and
Hebron. We also met with General
Orli, the military governor of all
occupied territories; Brig. Gen.
Eleazer, military governor of Judea
and Samaria; Dr. Haim Benshahar,
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president of Tel Aviv University;
former prime minister Itzak Rabin;
General Ariv; and Dr. Haim
Shaked, director of the Shiloah
Center and several members of the
center's staff.
Many westerners cannot understand what is happening in the
Middle East. An understanding of
the history of this section of world
would reveal a logical explanation
of the events. Much of the
propaganda released to the world,
from both Israel and Arab, often
supports the westerner's preconceived ideas, personal and national
biases.
The westerner has a lack of
perspective in what is the cause of
the Middle East crisis. We are often
unaware of the undercurrents that
decide the configuration of future
history.
It is also important for
Americans to understand how the
Middle East views our nation. It is
here that I am also concerned with
the American image. As a Christian,
1 have always been and will continue
to be, concerned with the Holy
Land, not simply because our
Saviour Christ was born there, but
also because we must be committed
to peace in the Middle East and to
support the nation of Israel.

Fill out below

— •

State

Former Prime Minister Rabin

ap-

Influence Strong From Russia
Unhappily, I must report that
there, is a definite lack of confidence
emerging on the part of Israel.
Israel is probably more concerned
about the United States than is

Coleman Adams
Helping To
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To Your Prayers
Liberty Mountain
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Of Butler Pre-Engineered
EBP
Buildings
In The Tri State Area Since 1971
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MID-EASTPANEL

Egypt, especially, since President
Carter's withdrawal of the U.S.
recognition of Taiwan.
In the Middle East, the influence
of Russia is very strong. The
emergence of the Islamic religion
will play a major role in the national
and political interest of the Middle
East countries. Just look at the
recent happenings in Iran. But,
Israel is strong for peace and the
security of her nation. Egypt is
seeking peace and the internal
stability of her country while Jordan
is in a wait and see position.
The PLO will continue to refuse
to accept anything but autonomy
and the other Arab countries, if ever
unified, will be a major threat to the
continuing peace of Egypt and
Israel. A peace treaty will eventually
be signed. In my opinion, though, it
will be an uneasy peace not so much
because of Egypt and Israel but
because of the Arab nations which
surround Egypt and Israel.
It is my judgement that Egypt
absolutely desires peace. President
Sadat has stepped out of the main
stream of the Arab world in an
effort to negotiate peace. By the
same token, Egypt is a very real part
of the Arab world and must live in
the Arab world.
With the communist influence
and the Islamic religion, there is a
further creation of difficulties.
There are three similarities between
Islam and Communism which
provide a basis of coexistance:
• Bq(h advocate total
authoritarian rule.
• Both see the world as good and
evil at warfare.
• Both share a view that the west
is decadent.
There are three problems
delaying the signing of an IsraeliEgyptian Peace treaty.
First, the security of Sinai and
the review of the area after an
agreed period of time by both
nations. Egypt wants a review after
five years. Second, civil defense
whereby Israel wants Egypt to agree
that their treaty would be binding
beyond other obligations to other
Arab nations regardless of the
circumstances. (For example, what
would Egypt do if Israel attacked
Syria or if Iraq and. Syria attacked
Israel?) And, third; the "autonomy
of the West Bank guaranteed by a
specified date.
While Islam and communism
can co-exist, those outside of the
Middle East countries seem to offer
an alternative of communism and
capitalism. But, neither one is
acceptable to the majority of these
countries. As a result, now, I would
say that the strongest alternative
that appeals to the Arab nations is
that of a return to the fundamentals
of Islam.
I have found that there is a
polarism of political, economical
and cultural factors. Politically
there are Syria and Iraq, who appear to be moving toward each
other but who are in reality poles
apart. Economically, there are the
"haves and the have nots." Egypt
with its economic and financial
problems could be viewed as one of
the "have not" nations while on the
other hand, there is Saudi Arabia,
which is a "have" because of its rich
oil resources.
There is also a polarization of
the cultures such as the Lebanese,
the Islams and the Christians.
I would say that another important factor in any peace of the

Dr. Guillermin Poses With Dr. Shaked (left) and Mr. Strelitz

Middle East is the pluralism. Most
Americans divide the Middle East
into two factions, Israel and Egypt.
But, there are manyVfa'ctioni! Some
are national, sjich as IsVael^afad
Egypt and others !afe iriterhal. For
example, Arab' criunjtries are not
united internally1 or, e^teMahy. Iraq
is divided into'twooT'three divisions
and the Sudan is divided into the
Arab and African factions.
A Westernization of the
Middle East

There is a westefKization in the
Middle East and frt'ere are three
types of reactions to'this process.
There is a return to the fundamental
beliefs of Islam and many feel that
the religion has been weakened and
thus the only way to strengthen it is
to return to its fundamental concepts. Secondly, there is a response
whereby they accept externally the
western ways, but they reject internally western values.
For example, many Arabs will
wear western dress but they will not
accept western codes of conduct or
values. They reluctantly live in
structures similar'to those in the
west, but within those buildings,
they live very much like they did
before they were moved into these
structures.
Superficially, they accept
westernization but internaljyf the,re
There is another reaction to
westernization. Some believe the
Islamic religion should be updated.
There is that effort to interpret
Islam in the light of modern day
western values. In addition, there is
a support for total acceptance where
they sever the ties of the past and
they accept totally the ways of the
west. But, this among, the Arabs is
very rare.
Powerful Force

factions involved - Jordan, which is
Arab^'-Israel and Egypt. As a result
of the '1967 war, Israel occupied
both'the West Bank and the Gaza
strip/':'

Tjfere are strong nationalist
feelings' among those in the West
Bank?."Within the ranks of the Arab
worlcTv there are several political
groups ~ those who are pro-Jordan,
who ffeel termination to Israeli
occupation of the West Bank can be
obtained only through the political
process. However, these people
diffe^'-Trom the PLO only on the
meaH^bf reaching this purpose.
Jordan is the only established
political power many feel is able to
effect '-Israel's withdrawal from this
area:
The PLO wants Palestine to be a
separate, distinctive, independent,
self-flftverning autonomous state.
Andjffis is a problem.
However, study missions are
important in getting all factions to
the negotiating table. And that, is
what the First Shiloah Study
Mission at the University of Tel
Aviv was all about. Learning about
the Middle East situation made each
participant more aware of the
problems and gave them an
eagerness to reach a solution that
will end-needless bloodshed.
'.'
Among those attending the
mission were Joseph H. StreKtz,
l l p t f h a n . of the Norfolk (Va.)
''School Board arid president of the
American Friends of Tel Aviv
University; Dr. Robert Rubin, a
Norfolk (Va.) educator; Dean
James H. Bearden of East Carolina
University; Emilio Francolini, vice
president of Chase Manhattan
Bank; Mark Lambert of Newport
Beach, Calif., Sidney Popkin of
Jacksonville, N.C., Kenneth
Smilen, a New York City financier,
and Michael Steinhardt, a New
York City financier.

Islam has been a powerful force
in the world's history. During more
Court Avoids New
recent times, Islam has not had the
impact of the past. But, I feel the
Debate Over Religion
Arab nations are unable to unify
In Schools
themselves at this point in time,
through political methodology,
WASHINGTON (EP)--By a 7practices and philosophies. The one 2 vote, the Supreme Court refused
possible unifying torce could be the to.re-open the fierce debate over the
emergence of the Islamic fun- role of religion in public schools.
damentals. This -ift" not just a
Over the dissents of justices
religion, but a way of life that William J. Brennan Jr., and
permeates every facefr'of lift; for the Thurgood Marshall, the high court
Arab.
!jj j
declined to hear a case challenging
The issue of the West Bank and Florids's law requiring school
the Gaza Strip atv. it -pertains to teachers "to inculcate...the practice
Israel's position in the peace of every Christian virtue." Also at
negotiating is another ifictor. ?We issue in the case was a challenge to
must remembeivQheSte^re several the distribution of Bibles on school
countries and • seveial i political premises by the Gideons.
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ARE YOU A BUYER?

Progressive thinking and a
desire to sell real estate using
the most modern technology
and marketing systems available todayl

Tell us what you want and we
can search for your dream
home and show it to you. Don't
worry about being forgotten
either - your housing needs are
processed on a continuing dally.
basis with each new listing
entered.

Now Sun & Shield Realty, Inc.
brings you the "CARE" package ot the 2 0 t h c e n t u r y .
Computer Aided Real Estate - A
r e m a r k a b l e c o n c e p t in a
complex housing market
WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?
Our computer, that's whatl
Sun & Shield Realty, Inc. has an
in-house computer with every
type home imaginable stored
inside What makes it so special
...it works*
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ARE YOU A 8ELLER?
Why not call us for a market
analysis? Anything sold during
the last 90 days through the
MLS is stored in our system We
can show selling trends and
current sq foot value. Our computer system places the entire
real estate market at your
fingertips.
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* Shield Really, Inc. and see
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BAPTIST BIBLE COLLEGE EAST

Dream Of Reaching
The Northeast
The Baptist Bible College East
was founded in 1976 with a dream
of becoming a dynamic center from
which soul-winners would invade
New York city and the Northeast
section of the United States to
evangelize the area and ultimately
plant New Testament churches.
The dream began with a group
of Baptist Bible preachers who
Miss Coquillard, Moore
wanted a place to train their young
people. Pastor Dennis Ford from
Massachusetts discovered a Catholic
school that could be the center for
the dream. It was a Jesuit School
that would cost over $30 million to
replace, in an unbelievable location.
It was 33 miles west of New York
City in the Caskill Mountains of
Westchester County. The school
Mrs. Marilyn Coquillard and
, Mr. William Coquillard announce had 300,000 square feet of floor
the engagement of their daughter, space under one roof and located on
Mary Lynn, to David Alan Moore. 147 acres.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dr. ,John Rawlings, then
Herman Moore of Huntington, president of , the Baptist Bible
West Va. The bride-to-be is a 1976 Fellowship, called a meeting at the
graduate of Niles High School in proposed .lopajtion and 276 pastors
Niles, Michigan. She attended who attended voted to recommend
Central Michigan University in Mt. to the fellowship that the property
Pleasant, Mich., and ^Liberty be purchased. But the vote did not
Baptist College. She is presently get the necessary two-thirds margin
enrolled at Marshall University in and the dream floundered.
Huntington, West Va.
The Jesuits only wanted VA
Mr. Moore is a 1975 graduate of million for the facilities and they
Huntington East High School in offered to finance the loan, with no
Huntington, West Va., aijd will interest the first two years, three per
I graduate from Liberty -Baptist cent the next five years, five per cent
College in May 1979. He is em- the next five. The note was for 20
ployed by the Thomas Road Baptist years.
Church and Saga Food Services,
Dr. A.V. Henderson had a
, Inc. of Virginia. The couple plan a burden for the Northeast and when
June 16, 1979, wedding.
he became pastor of Temple Baptist
Church in Detroit, Mich., he now
had an opportunity to carry out the
burden, t h e church had sufficient
finances to begin the project, but
hundreds of additional pastors
would be needed to carry it through
to completion.
The school opened in July 1976

?_

Coquillard,
Moore To Wed

and that fall they greeted 54
students. On May 8, 1977, the
Baptist Bible Fellowship voted to
approve Baptist Bible College East.
This year 154 students began the
third-year of operation. They expect
20 to 25 students in for the second
semester, 1979. At present, they are
working feverishly for 300 students
for next year.
Rev. Jerry Kunz, director of
public relations, observed, "We
have the pioneering spirit at Baptist
Bible College East that I experienced in Springfield." He went
on to tell of taking a group of
students into New York City to
preach on Wall Street. They passed
out tracts then moved on to Queens
to start the process again. Kunz
predicted, "We will carry a group of
boys to New York City once a
month next year."
They had their first commencement last spring with eight
graduates. This year they expect 45
to 50 graduates.
The college has nine fulltime and
two part-time teachers. There are
four departments and the library
has approximately 15,000 to 16,000
volumes. One person made a gift of
over 10,000 volumes to the school.
Dr. A.V. Henderson is president
and gives the college a rich pastoral
heritage because of the effective
ministry he has at Temple Baptist
Church, Detroit; plus other successful pastorates. Dr" Truman
Dollar is vice-president and pastor
of Kansas City Baptist Temple.
Because of the leadership the
down payment on the dream has
been paid. Because of the need the
continual blessing of God will
continue on their ministry in the
Northeast United States. And
because of the monthly financial
support of over 325 Baptist Bible
Fellowship churches, the college has
a bright future.

Dr. Woodrow Kroll of Liberty
Baptist College attended the first
International Forum on the Middle
East at Old Dominion University
(Norfolk, Va.), Jan. 27.
The forum was co-sponsored by
International Programs at ODU and
the World Affairs Council of
Greater Hampton Roads.
The Middle East was chosen as
the topic for the forum because of
its impact on world development
and the current state of political
unrest there. After welcoming
remarks by Charles O. Burgess,
provost at Old
Dominion
University, keynote addresses were
given by L. Carl Brown of Princeton University, Marvin Zonis of
the University of Chicago and
Itamar Rabinovich of Tel Aviv
University.
In the aTternoon concurrent
sessions were held on Israeli life,
Islamic art, political conditions in
the Arab world and related topics.
The forum was attended by more
than five hundred persons interested
in the future of the Middle East.

Morrell-Garner
Engagement
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert William
Morrell of Burnt Hills, N.Y., are
pleased to announce the engagement
of their daughter, Laurin Jean, to
Mr. John Thomas Garner of
Durham, N.C.
The bride-elect is a graduate of
Burnt Hills-Ballston Lake High
School in Burnt Hills, N.Y. and
attended Liberty Baptist College.
Mr. Garner is a garaduate of
Page High School in Greensboro,
N.C. and is presently a sophomore
at Liberty Baptist College, majoring
in drama. ...
A May wedding is planned.

Rev. Warren Scott
Dies At 63
The Rev. Warren Scott of
Lynchburg died Thursday, January
,7, at his residence. Born in 1916, he
was 63 years old.
Rev. Scott, who was an assistant
pastor at Wingfield Baptist Church,
operated the elevator at the Liberty
Baptist College dormitory on
Church Street until his retirement in
August of 1978.
Dormitory
'maintenance
supervisor Tom Webb said he and
Rev. Scott were hired in 1959 when
the dormitory was the Stewart Arms
Hotel. Rev. Scott, who had a mild
stroke before 1959, shared a strong
Christian testimony as an elevator
operator. He made an impact on
many students and visitors to the
"Stewart Arms" dormitory.
Rev. Scott is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Harriet Scott, a sister,
Mrs. Virginia Frye, two sister-inlaws, Mrs. Hazel Scott and Mrs.
Lottie Scott, both of Lynchburg.
Also, three step-sons, Hubert
Thornhill of Chesapeake, Herbert
Thornhill of Alexander and Thomas
Thornhill of Portland, Oregon.

Probe Care Payments
\

SAN FRANCISCO (EP)-Sen. Alan Cranston (D-Calif.) told
reporters here that the People's
Temple cult "may have received
hundreds of thousands of dollars
for child support from the government."

AMBASSADOR'S' TO SING
newest recording is now available at
Christian bookstores across the
United States and Canada.
In the past two years of "His
Ambassadors" ministry they have
traveled 150,000 miles across the
continent. This tour will take the 16member group another 55,000 miles
throughout the United States and
Canada. Their inspiring Christian
music has been a blessing to
thousands in live performances in
churches, on college campuses, high
schools and shopping malls
throughout the continent.

"His Ambassadors" will be at
Liberty Baptist College Friday, Feb.
16. This well-loved touring group, is
appearing as part of the LBC Sacred
Concert Series and will be held in
the main auditorium of Thomas
Road Baptist Church.
The group, which has traveled
extensively throughout the United
States and Canada is now recording
with Tempo Records of Kansas
City. Their music has been arranged
especially for them by Larry
Mayfield of Nashville, Tenn., and is
appealing to all age groups. Their

T]
~> LBC SUMMER
EVANGELISTIC TEAM
TO WHOM TT MAY CONCERNt
Some of the most exciting young men I have ever met
are the 400 Treacher Boys of Liberty Baptist College.

Team.

These-are young men who have felt the call of Cod to

preach the Gospel,

while in college, they are traveling

throughout many surrounding states preaching the Gospel in'
local churches.

All of those fellows love the Lord dearly,

.iro ardent students of His Word, and are active soulwinnera.
L.ist summer this team held eight week-long meetings in
six states and several weekend rallies.

Many people found

Christ as Saviour in these meetings and scores of lasting
decisions were made.

They have had meetings in many churches

in the past few months and are presently scheduling for the
spring and summer of 1979.

If you would be interested in

having them in your church, please contact these young men.
write to:

"On any given Sunday in
England only three per cent of the
population goes to church, and only
half of the church-goers have
anything to do with Christ," according to Gil Vining of SMITE
who led a group of Liberty Baptist
College students to England, Dec.
30 to Jan. 11.
Vining and Smite director Dale
Peterson led the Eurica team
(Europe and Africa) to England,
giving the team's first foreign exposure as "student missionary
interns training for evangelism."
The team visited the churches of
Baptist Bible Fellowship missionary
Donald Cavin in Catherham,
missionary Forrest Tuter in
Manchester and missionaries John
Pangle and Tom Wallace in
Coventry.
In Manchester the Liberty
Baptist
College students visited five
Gospel not only across the nation,
Dr. Jerry Falwell brought one of
hospitals,
a Bible institute and a
the highlights to the recent con- but worldwide.
public school. They attracted many
The Jerry Falwell Ministries high, school students to a Wedvention of National Religious ,
Broadcasters in Washington, D.C., were well-represented. Bruce Braun nesday night rally and saw many
when he presented a preview of a and Warren Agee were there for the come to trust Jesus, Vining said.
portion of his earlier visit with Old-Time Gospel Hour. Liberty
_
Prime Minister Menachem Begin in Baptist College had a booth in the
exhibitors' hall, manned by LBC
Israel.
Mr. Begin also extended warm Professor and Mrs. Al Snyder. A
personal greetings to the assembly in number of LBC's radio/television
a telephone conversation via students took advantage of the
satellite with Dr. Falwell during the many workshops and lectures. The
Journal Champion was represented
convention.
The 36th annual convention, by George Spriggel.
Dr. Falwell gave the invocation
held at the Washington Hilton
Hotel, from Jan. 21-24, brought a at the FCC luncheon. The annual
record-breaking crowd of Christian Congressional breakfast was wellradio and television people whose attended, with Congressman Paul
primary interest is broadcasting the Trible representing Virginia.

LBC Evangelistic Team
Liberty Baptist College
Christian Service Office
P.O. Box 1111
Lynchburg, Va. 24505

I assure you that you and your people will receive a
great blessing for having*these young men in your service.
Sinoerely ityChriat,
(__/-* **-*/

T^i"</ V
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* Dynamic Preaching
* Soul-Stirring Music
* Visitation and Soul-Winning
* Seminars for Youth
•Jf IJOU would line to have this team visit uour church this summer please
out

this

fill

coupon ana Sena it to the address designated above.

YES! I AM INTERESTED IN HOSTING A RALLY IN
MY CHURCH
CHURCH
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ADDRESS
.STATE
CITY
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•
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...or CHURCH.
SUNDAYSCHOOL
A WAN A PROGRAM,
etc.
Dave Rees, head of an
AW ANA program in
Virginia says, "Our
program made nearly
$5,000 profit in just a few
week*."
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Out

of this organization comes a group called the LBC Evangelistic

Eurica Team
Visits England
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CHURCHMAN'S ALL-AMERICA:
Tom Dowling, head football
coach at Liberty Baptist College,
has been chosen "Small College
Churchman Coach of the Year" by
the International Churchman's
Sports Hall of Fame.
Dowling is in his third year at the
helm of the LBC football program
which he took over in 1977 after
seven years at Georgetown (Ky.)
College where his teams gained
national prominence. Some 13 of

Dowling's collegians at Georgetown
were named All-America.
The International Churchman's
Sports Hall of Fame, headquartered
in Tullahoma, Tenn., chose
Dowling for the 1978 honor because
"of his accomplishments in heading
and making competitive a new
program at a new school," according to C.E. (Stoney) Jackson
Jr., founder of the ICSHF and head
of the selection committee.

Included in the prestigious AllAmerica in the University Division
were co-coaches of the year, Bobby
Bowden of Florida State and Dick
Sheridan of Furman University.
Liberty Baptist College's outstanding guard Rupert Wright was
chosen to the first team offensive
unit of the Churchman's AllAmerica. Other LBC football
players chosen to the second team
were offensive tackle Ed Landis and

.*,*
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COUNTS &
JONES Ltd.
(804)
8314

TIMBERLAKE

237-2991
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• LYNCHBURG.

VIRGINI

Dowling Named Coach of the Year
running back Kim Raynor. Raynor
also received the ICSHF "Job
Award" for performing under the
handicap of continued injuries.
On the second team defensive
unit, LBC placed three gridders.
They were end David Hertzler,
tackle Steve Reams and linebacker
Rod Gladfelter.
Dowling's LBC record during
1978 was an impressive 4-5-1 against
powerful competition, much of it
against teams in the South Atlantic
Conference. During his first season
as head coach, the Flames were 3-7.
The 10th annual All-America
team includes 51 players on its first
and second units and represents 20
colleges and universities in 14 states.
Requirements for performances
are similiar to the secular AllAmerica teams but the performances must be equalled or
surpassed by the dedication to God
of the players, leadership and activity in churches, regardless of
denomination.
Dowling and the other inductees

and award vvirj$eijjwi" be honored
at a banquet Feb. 19 in Tullahoma,
Tenn.
"I am flattered to be selected as
coach of the Yj^r.'" Dowling said.
"This is indeed an,honor. However,
the honor belong^ to Liberty Baptist
College which lias, dedicated itself to
a growing athletic program. We
have been giveri, the privilege of
building a major college football
program which will glorify the Lord
Jesus Christ.'' .,
Following ih the first and
second units ^(^the 1978 Churchmen's All-Amenca football team:
HKST TKAM
. Offense
TIGHT ENp -- Brette Simmons, Furman
University.
SPLIT END -- Keith Pugh, Alabama.
TACKLES — George May, Mississippi
State, and Gil Wesley, Florida State.
GUARDS - Tom Gillespie, North
Carolina State, and Rupert Wright, Liberty
Baptist.
CENTER -- Ricky Young, Furman
Universtiy.
QUARTERBACK
- Jeff Rutledge,

Now you can hear
The
New Testament

WILDWOOD
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Beautiful Spanish home - just 4Vi years old -- excellent
condition -- rich, hardwood floors - four spacious
bedrooms -- fireplace in master bedroom - nice family
room with fireplace -- thermopane windows -- patio off
master bedroom -- two car garage -- $78,900
Margaret Templeton
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FIRST TIME EVER OFFERED!!!

"Where Do
rr
You Stand?
DO YOU BELIEVE
•

•

Blessed is he that readeth. and
they that hear the words of this
prophecy
and keep
the
things
which are written therein. Rev, 1:3

G o d n u d i t t n w o r l d by the words
that He spoke. The Bible, the written Word of G o d , comes alive in a
dynamic way when it is spoken.
N o w l Because of cassette tape
technology, y o u are able t o hear
the Words o f Life that Jesus spoke
and feel the creative power of t h e
spoken W o r d of G o d .
T h e King James Version of the
entire New Testament is prbfesiionally recorded on 1 2 high q u a l i t y ,
low noise — high output cassette
tapes. They are contained in a
beautifully
padded
leatherette
album in rich Morrocan red, which
has a graphic gold-stamped etching
on the cover.

•

•

Think of all the people besides
yourself who would truly appreciate
this popular album as a gift.

•

For Pastors, husbands,
wives,
parents, grandparents,
children,
relatives and friends.

•

For all those special occasions:
birthdays, Mother's and Father's
day, graduations, weddings, anniversaries, Easrer
. a n d of course
Christmas. . . Can you think of a
finer gift?
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R a member - even though we are
offering this deluxe set at a breakthrough price, it is one of the finest
on the market and is fully guaranteed. There's a 3 0 day money back
guarantee if not completely satisfied. So mail the coupon below
today to place your order. Allow 4
weeks for delivery.
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LOOK TO 0323
The only complete Christian curriculum for Christian
students:
• All basic subjecrs plus Bible and electees
• Christ-centered
• Meers individual needs
• Masrery-orienred • Economical • Flexible
Ger derails on Tomorrow s Educarion Today.
ALPHA OMEGA PUDLIGAT
WRITE
P.O. Box 3153
OR
Tempe, Arizona 852{
PHONE
Area Code (602) 968-flrf59
I Church/School
I Address

I
Dear Christian Leader,
This sticker was printed by people who still believe that God can save our nation. And
one of the ways He can do it is through the precious souls that are being trained right now,
in our schools - like Precious Seeds Being Planted For Revival. We want to stand and be
counted, and this is one way to let others know where w e stand.
Richard F. Hoar
Evangelism Book & Supply House

)

i>i M

wood stoves .
Yesterday's Idea Designed FOT Tpday

%

The wood stove was once an accepted jfac^ of life. Today,
people everywhere are rediscovering the^ greai ((Economy and
charm of the most attractive home heading alternative available.
If you think this is just grandpa's old stove,-come'back to life,
look again!
The Englander —the "original" model, available in two sizes, with.or
without the air-circulating blower which draws air from your rooms
and forces it through the fabricated heating chamber Expertly designed,
the handmade Englander exhibits a craftsmanship rarely seen today
yet the price is less than many well known brands.
Compare for quality and performance.
With the Water Heating Attachment, the
Englander can reduce the cost of hot water to
pennies a day! Or it can be attached to baseboard
not water heating systems Designed for in
^^tfMMH
stallation by a licensed plumber, the thermostatically controlled unit is the most exciting
energy-saving idea in wood stoves today. It
means maximum savings to you this winter!

$350
MONEY
$750-$1500
RAISED
$20O0-$400O
FOR YOUR
Unlimited
SCHOOL

3800 E. ELEVEN MILE ROAD - WARREN, MICHIGAN 48091

NOTE
A school of 500 students could require each student to place 10 bumper stickers at
$1.00 each and in one week $4,000 can be earned for the school. In addition to that, five
thousand mobile advertisers for the Christian School Movement and your school, will be in
action. PLACE YOUR ORDER T O D A Y . . . in time for the Spring Promotion!!!
)

HfORDER YOUR PERSONALIZED BUMPER STICKERS TODAY!!!
Pasloi s Name

School s Nairn-

PLEASE CHECK AND FILL IN AMOUNT:
• $.30 ea.
•
500
• $.25 ea
•
1000
2000
• $ 20 ea
•
2500
5000
D LARGER ORDERS PLEASE WRITE OR CALL

(

j

,

EVANGELISM BOOK & SUPPLY HOUSE
3800 E ELEVEN MILE ROAD
WARREN, MICHIGAN 48091
(313) 757-3210 Richard Hoar, Director

National Guard
Offers Pay Plan
The Virginia National Guard I
a program to benefit those who i
not have the necessary funds to|
to college. A combination
National Guard Training pay
federal and state educat]
assistance could result in more tf
$9,000 for a student during
years of college.
A brief review of the Thorjas
Road Ministries' personnel refftct
that the Virginia National Gugrd
has two LBS students and one LpC
student. In addition, the Army,
Navy, and Marine Reserve ujits
here in Lynchburg have at least six
members of the Thomas Road
family.

Zip

Store

Englander

ORDER YOUR BUMPER STICKERS TODAY

(DETACH AND MAIL WITH YOUR ORDER

L

'Nome

Phone

500 @ $.30 ea. - total $150 (minimum)
1000-2000 @ $.25 ea - total $250-$500
2500-5000 @ $ 2 0 ea. - total $ 5 0 0 $ 1000
Larger Orders (Negotiable)

?ip

r ull refund if mot complelrty ulixjir.t
ofO.Am.lir.mii^jfl^O

.City

SEND CHECK TO:

•

JjW(JK_

prechus

WMENT

Church s Name

~

Album** $?9 95 $_

Add $1 5 0 P o i l t g t / H a n d l i n g (or
each album ( $ 3 . 5 0 In C*n»d«)

Christian Education is conviction and not a preference.
•
Christian Education is"an imperative not an option.
•
Your involvement in Christian Education will count.

'*•»'For Remal..

Kevin Keys, sports information
director of Liberty Baptist College,
has been honored by the National
Association of Intercollegiate
Athletics (NAIA) for his work' in
developing printed programs. ,:
Keys a graduate of LBC, earned i
a second place in the Division (II
competition for outstanding print :d
football game programs and also a
second place in the football
brochures.
He is responsible for all spo ts
information involving the Liberty
Baptist College athletic teams.

BIBLE TAPES

Pleaie wnd

Defense
ENDS -- Zack Valentine, East Carolina,
and Scott Warren, Florida State.
'!'
TACKLES -- Rob Taylor, Northwesfarn,
and Art Kaufman, Arkansas at Monliccllo,
NOSE GUARD -- Scott Wages, .The
Citadel.
""
LINEBACKERS - Rod Wood, Brigham
Young; Phil Vance, Idaho, and Doug'.
Dorsey, Northwestern.
yu
HALFBACKS -- Bill Freeman, Furman
University, and D.K. Perry, Southern
m
Methodist.
SAFETY -- JerrDelaney, Pittsburgh.'"
PUNTER AND LINEBACKER -- Kehny
Caldwell, The Citadel.
, r.j
SECONDTEAM
.i,
Offense
.
TIGHT END -- Orion Rust, The Citaael.
SPLIT END--Billy Arbo, Tennessee:1 '
TACKLES
-- Ed McGlas«6n,
Youngstown (Ohio) State, and Ed Landis,
Liberty Baptist.
.«
,,£UARDS - Greg Laetsch, Furjhan
Urfiversity, and Henry Monroe, Mississippi
Strife.
:^
JTCENTER - Steve Bobowski, Nor- ,
thweslcm.
jQUARTERBACKS ~ David Henderson,
Furman University, and Steve Brewer, Austin
Peay (Tennessee) State.
V
"RUNNING BACKS -- Mark Mclnjyre,
Mississippi State; Terry Alexander, Arkansas
at,, Monticcllo, and Marvin Kim Raynor,
Liberty Baptist.
''PLACE KICKERS -- Joe Restic, N6tre
Dame, and Joe Williams. Wichita State. '
i li.'
Defense
• - '•
; ENDS - Jon Hall, North Carolina State,
and David Hertiler, Liberty Baptist.
'f
TACKLES ~ Steve Kearns, Liberty
Baptist, and Mark Slawson, The Citadel. '
ntNOSE GUARD -- Kevin Statzer,
Youngstown (Ohio) State.
LINEBACKERS - Rod Gladfelter,
Liberty Baptist; Mike McGee, Northwestern, '
and Marc Wilson, Brigham Young.
^HALFBACKS ~ Bill Dierberger, Northwestern; Steve Younger, Mississippi State,
and Steadman Shealy, Alabama.
SAFETY -- Rick Leach, Michigan.
'PUNTER - David Trout, Pittsburg.
VJ .
j

'-.JKevin Keys Honored!;'
' i For Sports Brochures

Dapt. 7 • 5564 Rising Sun Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19120

I P l e n e N o C O O ' t l O r d t f t f r o m Canada m u i i
be accompanied by U S money order

l"l*„g

,r

Important Price $ 1 Q 9 5
Breakthrough...

—

•

P

)

Makes an ideal gift!

Hearing t h e spoken Bible will inspire your devotionals and your
understanding of t h e scriptures.

\t> W'

:

BH'-'BIB

State

•

v--^

(in

" " « " - ——• —MAIL NO RISK COUPON TODAY" —~ ^~

IF SO LET OTHER PEOPLE KNOW BY DISPLAYING THIS BUMPER STICKER

•
•
•
D
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Alabama.
RUNNING BACKS -- James Jones,
Mississippi State; Glenn Ford, Idaho, and
Tony Nathan, Alabama.
PLACE KICKER -- Alan Duncan,
Tennessee.
'

A high school senior or meir |
parent may enlist in the national
guard prior to graduation, attend
basic training for eight weeks iand
earn $840, go on to advanced] individual training for eight weeks
and earn another $840, and be able
to start college at the beginning of
the fall 1979 term. Added to thisipay
would be a year of federal education
assistance of up to $500 and state
education assistance of up to $500.

LBC Women's Basketball
The Liberty Baptist College
women's basketball team pulled out
an important 89-56 victory over
Hollins College in the Flames' first
Appalachian Conference game of
the season.

The game was played at Hollins
on Jan. 30. Success continued for
coach Linda Farver and her Flames
Saturday night, Feb. 3, as her
Flames won their second game, in a
row against a determined Bluefield
State College team, 79-77.
In Saturday's action, LBC's
attack produced four women in
I lit entire line of England*! Wood Sloves. available wilh Ho!»**hot or Libertyfljtydooi dfsignt.fi&ftbdouble scoring figures. Lil Cooper
led the team with 23 points, Carol
litetinic guaiante*
Weaver followed with 13, Tina Criss
I N(,LAND'S SIOVLSIOKI
Your (S^fcuufc*- Dealer is
connected
for 11, and Sharon
l
DlMite 2 > South
Auhrcx I aulcuiiei Ai Son
Snodgrass
finished
with 10 points
IVI.2.J7 1296 vSMH..
\inluisi. V,\ :4S2I
on the ev -ting. Defensively, Carol
3,6 miles south ol'airport eiiliuiKc
I'lione V4<> 5J!7I
Weaver led the team with 15
t«*luiing julltilii uwjiibly • lundinltiiiK • VlmY'r " " ' " • * • ! l"'* "MIDflirtIdfl • s « ! iiuniluur •
rebounds. The team is now at 5-9 on
plgcUlMl <!>«•' l o n l i u l , . hubjKk Union • IOKVJ til ciriuUlion • tK,ik»H( > if^Or . s i l c t y • « u n o o i y
the season.
u

U

»
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CROSS COUNTRY TEAM VIES

Gibson's Cagers Charging To Victories

bn.-. .

Liberty Baptist College Flames'
basketball has seen some exciting
s ,action in years past but nothing in
the school's history can match the
• dramatic events o f the past few
Weeks in what culminated in a
'"' shocking finale Saturday night.
KtBrtg T o begin, the LBC cagers ran up
a . a i six-game winning streak
defeating Wingate College 88-80,
'"Valley Forge 107-76, Lancaster
'''Bible 64-53, Mary Washington 10680, Bowie State 94-80, and
• Longwood College 84-72. The
Flames were sidetracked 96-85 by
the Mountain Lions o f Concord
College. L B C went on to defeat
Bluefield College 90-82 in Bluefield,
...West Va. The Flames were then
•'"handed two consecutive setbacks by
Bluefield State College and St.
'^'.'.Paul's College. After the St. Paul's
game LBC had a 7-5 record since
"-returning from the Christmas break.
Exciting theatrics were seen o n
,,,,jhe court as Karl Hess and Ed
Vickers vied for individual honors.
.^Rarl Hess was dynamite in January
• for the Flames. Hess averaged 31
"points per game in the first seven
...ojjtings in the month. Against
Valley Forge, the talented guard set
an L B C scoring record for a single
• D:: game with 43 points. In the last
official (complete) games,
mjhree
Hess continued to produce, showing
• a 30-point game average, meaning
for the month of January Karl Hess
• Jjataraged 30 points per game.
Ed Vickers was also quite
-.-.productive in the first seven games
•With a 25-point average per game,
but E d really ignited at the end o f
the month. In the final three games
Ed scored 108 points for an average
of 36 points per game. Ed was
named N A I A District 19 "Player o f
the W e e k " after t w o brilliant
..(.performances at Bluefield. Against
L jjluefield College, Vickers scored 23
{^"points and pulled d o w n 16
^tjebounds. Next, against Bluefield
n j State, the big guy scored 4 0 points
and came up with 12 rebounds.

:xi.

Ed was t o have t w o consecutive
games o f 4 0 or more points as he
electrified fans by scoring 45 points
against St. Paul's t o set a new
school record for a single game.
LBC is n o w 8-5 since the
Christmas break with a n overall
record o f 12-13.

LBC Wrestlers Earn
Big Triumphs
Wrestlers at Liberty Baptist
College continue to forge an impressive 1978-79 season for Coach,
Bob Bonheim. LBC's two-time
NCCAA champions have recently
completed a major goal - emerging
as victors in the debut of the LBC
Invitational Wrestling Tournament.
Six colleges competed against
LBC in the tburnament, including
two Division I schools, George
Washington
and
Furman
Universities. The participants included Hampden-Sydney, Hampton
Institute, Catawba College and
Chowan
College.
Bonheim
determined that the probable
favorites would be George
Washington, Catawba and LBC.
After three periods in the
double-elimination event LBC had
finished in first place with 146
points. Chowan College of Murphysville, N.C., was second with
8U/4. Third place honors went to
George Washington University of
Washinton, D.C., with 49 points.
The award for the meet's outstanding wrestler was presented to
LBC's Jessie Castro. Castro, a
junior, wrestles at 142 pounds.
In the individual events, LBC
freshman Pete Sole placed first at
118 pounds. At 126 pounds, LBC's
Jim Matney captured first place.
Second place went to LBC's Perry
Nicklow, Chowan's Doug Sanders
was first at 134 pounds and Rob
Hetrick took second place. At 142
pounds, LBC's Jessie Catro handled
all opponents to capture first place.

Wm. F. Sheehan
Attorney-At-Law
Call 237-2658
For Appointment

Five members of the LBC cross of 3:55:15.7, placing 7th overall in
country team competed in the North the women's division. Tim Black
Carolina Marathon Championships finished 20th in a field of 144 in the
Roger Rando of Chowan took first first over six other schools. In that (26.2 miles) in Bethel, N.C., on Jan. mini-marathon (13.1 miles) with a
place at 150 pounds. LBC's Wayne match Washington and Lee had two 13, 1979. Each member was time of 1:21:37.
Brooks took second place. At 158 champions and three men with competing in their first marathon.
Competing r in his fourth
pounds Joe Corbitt of George second place honors.
Bob Kelly was the top finisher,
Washington was the champion and
In the match the Flames placing 33rd in a finishing field of marathon, ,,^jr. David Horton,
LBC's Mark Brooks took second.
defeated all their wrestlers to end up 198, with a time of 2 hours 52 assistant professor of physical
LBC took both first and second 49-0.
minutes 38.7 seconds. Greg Smith education, finished in 43rd place in
place honors at 167 pounds through
finished with a time of 3:19:50. the marathon with a time of
Cindy Steffen finished with a time 2:54:42.1.
the efforts of Tom Hall and Bill
LBC's dramatic success story
Fontz. At 177 pounds, Chowan's
Mike Nyland took first and LBC's continued in Richmond Saturday as
Rick Adams was second. Dave the Flames, entering as definite
Brown took first place for LBC at underdogs, knocked off three
• Fleet and individual leases tailored to your heeds
190 pounds. In the heavyweight NCAA Division I schools. LBC
soundly
defeated
Richmond
33-12,
• Rent by the day, week or month
division, Mike Cook of Hampton
Institute placed first. Second and James Madison 28-10, and George
• Most major credit cards accepted
third place honors went to LBC Mason 35-10.
students Mike Elam and Ruben
Escobedo.
In the LBC-James Madison
On Feb. 1, the LBC wrestlers match, Pat Sole, Rob Hetrick,
entered in a dual match meet with Mark Brooks, Rick Adams, Dave
Washington and Lee University in Brown, and Ruben Escobedo scored
Lexington, Va. Both teams entered victories over their opponents. In
the competition after winning their the decisions mentioned above,
own invitational tournaments. Last Adams and Escobedo pinned the
week Washington and Lee placed opposition.

Low Cost Driving

VIRGINIAN FORD

6 - l i b . AVG.

SMOKED
PICNICS

.79*

KING'S
u

A

To Us - Youftre Special!'?

QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. PRICES EFFECTIVE: FEB. 4 • 10, 1979

f* \

MEAT VALUES

VAT
SAVE ON.

JAMESTOWN

GRILLMASTER

SAUSAGE
JAMESTOWN

FRANKS

bn
ac
:i

Just one mile* from
* Air Conditioned
* Swimming Pools
* Color TV
* Telephones

LBC and TRBC

,79*

Knockwurst

(SAVE 48') P0C0HANTAS
LITTLE PRINCESS (3 SV.)

QUARTER (9-11 CHOPS)

Pork Loins
161]

MIXED

(SAVE 25')
VAN CAMP'S PORK H

FRYER PARTS
ib.

RICHFOOD

,88*

m * * *

,49*
49*

BRIGGS

QQ£

Scrapple

UNIT I Mint '7 JO 0( MOM fUKHU!
lUClUDINO I0MUS IIATUIIS

.09

OSCAR MAYER LUNCH
MEAT SALE!
(SAVI 34') 10" OK LABEL

y*iiL

DETERGENT
$119

MlAl 01 Sill I0100NA.
iAIAMI P I f 10AI
AN0 1IVIIL0AI

f\f\t*
, „,
U U V
HO.
WW

Delicatessen Values
WITH 2 VEGS. t ROIL PORK

BOX

Beef

•
so oi M O M ruiCNMt IXCIUI

MNUS If ATUIO

Bologna
$*|79
EA.

U.S. NO. 1 EASTERN GROWN ROUND

ih

PRODUCE VALUES

POTATOES
Seedless
[POTAT. >'i

S-lb.
BAG

Helpers .BOX 59
7-oi.
BOX

(SAVE 14")
VLASIC KOSHER

DILLS

^%

Cocoa

PKG.

S-oi,
.JAR

WASHINGTON CORN MUFFIN
OR CORN BREAD

MIX

MUSHROOMS

,99*

99'
95
97
99

16oi.

(SAVE 30*)
JIFF PEANUT

Butter

MI.

I0t

30

Liquid
LG
POTATO

CHIPS

|

BOX
OF 12

(SAVE 14')
NABISCO RITZ

Crackers

J^%

sOS

(SAVE 30')
CARNATION HOT

(SAVE 24')
JOY DETERGENT

u\NV

WHITE

CANS

KAHN'S MEAT OR

49n.
IIMIT I w i n ' ;

89

16 o i .

(SAVE 20*)
BETTY CROCKER HAMBURGER

LIVER
FEET

SUGAR

BEANS

49*

PORK

TIDE
SuK&Staed

. PKG.

BRIGGS

90 Units
In the City of Lynchburg
On Route 29 Bus. South
FOR RESERVATIONS

(804)239-2611

12-ci.

BOLOGNA

(SAVE 21')

HARVET S MOTEL

237-2931

19

?1
69°

8-oi.

- 9AC

DOUBLE S&H GREEN
STAMPS ON TUESDAY. 1

(SAVE o f ) KRAFT

PARKAY

MARGARINE
I'VE GOT SOME BAD NEWS 6 SOME GOOD NEWS ....WE ARE HOPELESSLY LOST, BUT. WE ARE
MAKING GOOD TIME!

189'

King's Fresh Bakery
PINEAPPLE BUTTER CREAM

A

C A K E u * 2
FRENCH

0 % C n

6 9

#%*%*

BREAD

IOAF63°

FUDGt

6 $-149

Brownies

m I

t
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ELKHART'S
God can build a powerful church
in a small town. First Baptist
Church of Elkhart, Ind., is a
testimony to that fact. Elkhart is
surrounded by the Indiana cornfields and has a reputation for
building the most recreational
vehicles in the nation. Yet, in this
small town, the First Baptist Church
averages over 1,300 in attendance
and has an annual income of almost
$1 million. It has over 500 Christian
school students in kindergarten
through high school, 45 full-time
employees and each year gives
$200,000 to missions around the
world.
The First Baptist Church is
powerful because it is a balanced
church. The congregation, like the
center of a seesaw, has great
leverage in that it reaches from Bible
teaching to soul-winning, from
foreign missions to home missions,
from pastoral leadership to

delegate to talk with me in New
York."
They came and liked what they
saw. After several conversations,
Gelatt flew to Elkhart. He met with
the representatives from the church
and noted, "They were a
congregation with faith and vision
and they needed a leader." His
heart was stirred. He walked into
the auditorium and looked at the
1,200 seats, then knelt by the
communion table and prayed,
"Lord, I don't want to move. But if
you will help me fill this building to
your glory...I'll come."
Gelatt became pastor of First
Baptist Church in April 1968. The
first item of business that he
brought to the board was the hiring
of a staff member for evangelism
and outreach. Dick Etner, an insurance salesman form Gelatt's
church in New York, was hired and
is still with the church. Because of

FIRST
When Gelatt came to Elkhart,
the church had two buses in
operation; today they have 10. Even
though the church averages between
200-300 riders, the buses have not
been a dominant factor in the
growth of the church. Gelatt noted,
"We have brought in those that we
could adequately teach and
disciple." He notes that the
congregation did not want to add
buses for the sake of numbers. "We
did not want large crowds to disrupt
the teaching of the Word of God,
we wanted children we could
discipline and love."
Originally, the church owned
eight acres in the city and as it grew,
it added Christian education
facilities. As a result, they could no
longer expand on the eight acres.
In 1971, pastor Gelatt and a
businessman were flying to Grand
Rapids, Michigan. The layman
asked, "What would it take to start

BAPTIST GROWS
knelt by the couch, praying for
Jesus Christ to come into his heart.
Later, Mr. Cook agreed to sell
40 acres at $1,000 per acre, and he
even gave a gift toward the purchase
price. After he had made the
agreement, he went to the window
and looked out over the acreage,
"Do you suppose I will ever see the
day when anything will happen
there?"
God was beginning a miracle
and would see it through. Gelatt
indicated that the greatest miracle in
the life of the church had come after
they had an option for the property,
but discovered that there was no
way to dispose of sewage. It was too
expensive to connect to the city
sewage disposal system, so they had
to install their own system. But they
needed a place for the clean water to
drain. A gentleman owning the
property through which the
drainage ditch ran refused to grant

Magnificient Sanctuary of Elkhart's First Baptist Church Accomodates 1,300 Weekly.
congregational authority and from
beautiful buildings to those that are
practical and well-utilized.
If all churches had the balance
of First Baptist Church and if every
town was receiving a testimony like
Elkhart, America would feel the
impact of the Great Commission as
it should be felt, because the Great
Commission is not completed until a
powerful church is attempting to
reach its town for Christ.
The church was begun in 1860
and has been true to Christ over the
years. There is a member in the
congregation who remembers the
hard days of depression. He walked
the railroad tracks with a bucket to
gather coal so that the church could
be warm for the preaching of the
gospel.
During the 30's the church
withdrew from the American
Baptist Convention because of
liberalism. In the 40's it joined the
General Association of Regular
Baptist Churches and remains in
good fellowship with them to this
day. The previous pastor, Dr. Hugh
Hall, is credited with building a
congregation of well-taught, welltrained believers, who also have
vision. When the church was
averaging 500 in attendance, they
built an auditorium that would seat
1,200.
Dr. Hall left and in 1968 the
church was searching for a pastor.
They heard about -the work of Rev.
Dan Gelatt in Horsehead, New
York. The pulpit committee decided
to phone him.
Dan Gelatt was having dinner at
home with a pastor friend. Gelatt
said to his friend across the dinner
table, "I know Horsehead is the
place God wants me to minister."
He went on to emphasize, "If God
wants me to move, He will have to
write in the sky."
The phone rang and interrupted
him. The voice introduced himself,
"1 am Don Metzler, Chairman of
the Pulpit Committee..." After
explaining the situation in Elkhart,
Gelatt was invited to go there for an
interview.
"No," was Gelatt's reply.
Metzler was insistent, so pastor
Gelatt relented, "You can send a

in Dr. Lee Roberson, Dr. Jack could not put the pulpit in the center
Hyles, and other great fun- of the church. Therefore, he created
damentalists to challenge his a round auditorium and at the very
congregation to evangelism. That center is a baptistry. The pulpit is
was the great need In New York. near the center, showing that a
However, in Indiana the emphasis church of people must come
on soul-winning was close by. Gelatt together.
Also, the architect allowed the
stated, "We wanted to minister to
the whole body of Christ, not just laminated beams to show because he
our assembly." Therefore, he began said, "The church ought to show its
a Sunday School conference eight strength." Then he requested that
years ago that has increased in they not be painted nor varnished,
influence each year. They have because the church should not be
workshops on every topic and bring artificial, it ought to be itself.
in the great fundamental speakers.
Around the outside of the
This past January they registered building, the architect called for
over 800 delegates from other four feet of cobblestone. When
churches in addition to the members Gelatt came to the church, he
of the First Baptist Church.
wondered why the different sizes of
Showing the peoples' mind to rocks. The architect explained,
work, at 5:00 a.m. on the day of the "These show the different sizes of
conference Gelatt heard two Christians who surround the
maintenance men out shoveling the church." Someone wanted to put in
snow from the walk. He remem- crushed stones instead of the
bered having to shovel the walks in cobblestones and the architect said,
the early days of his ministry. At the "Why? All Christians are not the
last session of the conference, he same size!" Then he picked up a
asked the maintenance men to come deformed rock and noted, "That's
forward and gave them a check for symbolic of the cripple who needs
$50.00. "There was no way we the help of the church."
could have this conference without a
The church has a unique baplabor of love,"! Gelatt told the tistry. The changing rooms are
people. "And we* just want to below the main auditorium and the
recognize the men who have gone baptistry is situated on a large
the extra mile."
elevator hoist. The pastor and
The church reached its highest several candidates enter the bapattendance last fall when there were tistry and it is hoisted up for the
1,706 in the church service during a baptismal service.
promotion called "Everyone Bring
The church owns nine parOne."
sonages and is presently building
Last Christmas the church two missionary homes for
sponsored a one-hour television missionaries on furlough. The
special that was shown three times missionary homes are called "Fair
over the local station. They are still Haven."
reaping the results of that exposure
and plan to do more television work
A recent program has been
in the future.
inaugurated
to invite interested
Also at Christmas time, the
pastors
and
their
wives to involve
church took up a special offering of
$22,000 for the purpose of sending themselves in the church for one
10 couples to the mission field. The week. The church has a burden to
tradition of the Christmas offering train men in balanced evangelism
began 16 years ago when Gelatt and education. A full-time pastor
realized that many Christians gave will head up this internship. The
small trinkets to other Christians. visiting pastor will involve himself
At that time he asked the church to in every aspect of the church's
adopt a policy that Christians do program from hospital visitation to
not give presents to one another, but board meetings.
The church's present inrather, that they give an offering to
the church for missions. Gelatt debtedness is $250,000, but its total
realized that when he made this worth is over three million dollars, a
policy, he would be giving up the very stable approach to debt.
traditional Christmas bonus that
was given to the pastor by the
The church has an active inchurch. However, over the years,
God has honored that commitment. tramural sports program including
The children were asked to keep volleyball, softball and basketball,
their money in a decorated tin can with nearly 200 participants. It is
during December. One kid marked age-graded so that the young boys
his "To Jesus From Joe." Gelatt as well as the men may participate.
pointed out to the congregation The uniqueness of the program is
that, "Wise men still bring their that a father and son may become
gifts." The teen department set a involved in the program together,
hence building a family spirit.
goal of $ 1,000 and raised $2,000.
The church has beautiful
First Baptist Church is a strong,
facilities, but more than elegance, influential church because it is
there is meaning to the architecture. balanced. They are strong because
When they began to design the they are not overextended; they are
sanctuary, the architect asked influential because they are far
"What is the center of a Baptist extended. Whether it is Bible
church?" The people told him that teaching or soul-winning, buses or
it was the pulpit, the preaching of baseball, First Baptist Church is a
God's Word. The architect wanted dynamic testimony in Elkhart,
the building to be different, but he Indiana.

Interior Photo Shows Modern Architecture Enhances Preaching of the Gospel.
Etner's quiet approach to soulwinning, he is not known around
the country. But because of the
numerous families he has reached
for Christ and the number on the
buses, he is well-known in Heaven.
The church began to grow.
According to Gelatt, the reason for
the growth was that "the people had
a mind to work." He felt that there
was great need among independent,
fundamental Baptists for a balanced
ministry. More than 15 years ago,
he began preaching through the
books of the Bible continuously ~
Sunday morning, Sunday evening,
and Wednesday evening. He has
proven that a church can grow
numerically by strong expository
preaching. As a result, he built his
church on the Word of God,
meaning, the church has numerical
growth and the Christians have
grown to maturity.

a Christian school in Elkhart, Indiana?"
Gelatt thought about it and give
his answer, "About one million
dollars to have the right kind of
school and facilities to provide a
quality education."
The church began praying for
the one million dollars and within
six months God provided it.
Everyone realized that they
could not expand on their present
property. The church began praying
for a solution. One of the staff
members came back from visiting
and suggested, "What about the
Cook property?" He had visited
Mrs. Cook in the hospital; she was a
member of the church. Gelatt went
to the home and talked with Mr.
Cook, but did not talk to him about
the property. Mr. Cook was not a
Christian. He carefully explained
the plan of salvation and Mr. Cook

them an easement. Someone told
Gelatt, "He will never let you use
the ditch."
On many evenings, Gelatt went
out and knelt in the ditch, asking
God for a solution. He went and
saw the man on several occasions.
When he became a friend, he gave
the church the right of way and even
shared in the cost of the ditch.
Today the church owns 40 acres,
one and a half miles south of its
present property, with three softball
fields, one baseball field, a gymnasium and a Christian high school
building. It is worth one million
dollars and is all paid for. Plans are
now under way for a half a million
dollar expansion program to
provide for an additional 350 in
both school and church.
When Gelatt was in Horsehead,
New York, he had always sponsored
soul-winning conferences, bringing
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